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The BG News
Legal risks of marijuana high
While medical risks are debated,
legal risks don't add fuel to fire

USG
proposes
resolutions,
bills
By JEFF ARNETT
The BG News

The following article is the last part of a three-part series about
the use of marijuana. Today's article will discuss the legal implications of being charged with the possession of marijuana. Yesterday's article explored the recreational and medicinal effects of
marijuana. Monday's article looked at how marijuana came to be
illegal.

i- Guest columnist Mike
Leonard says the
University deserves
more credit.

By AMY JO L. BROWN
and BRIAN TAYLOR
The BG News
If you're caught smoking
marijuana, it can cause you to
lose your student loans, as well
as create many legal problems.
This is one danger of marijuana
that both supporters of drug
laws and anti-prohibitioners
acknowledge.
Under the Drug-Free Student
Loan Amendment added to the
Higher Education Act last October, any student caught with
marijuana will be denied a student loan.
To become eligible for student loans again, a person convicted for possession of marijuana must complete drug rehabilitation and two surprise drug
tests, after waiting for one year.
This new law is just one

Natalie Miller reviews
"real" education
during her time at
BGSU.

nation 4
i Fireworks company
has second explosion
in four months killing
five.
Albanian refugees
flee for Yugoslavian
borders.

example of how marijuana drug
legislation is resulting in stricter
and more enforced laws; however, according to the March 4
issue of Rolling Stone magazine,
"the level of marijuana use
among the general population
has actually remained stable for
years."
Despite the fact that the number of marijuana users is staying
relatively constant, penalties for
the use of or possession of marijuana have increased in the last
decade. In 1997 about 695,000
people were arrested for marijuana — over twice the amount
arrested in 1992.
Marijuana regulation does
vary according to what state
and what law the offender is
prosecuted under. In 42 states,
possession of any amount of
marijuana is punishable by
• See MARIJUANA, page eight.

BG News Photo/JASON SUGGS
Marijuana can be grown almost anywhere. This closet was
converted to grow marijuana by Reed, a University student.
The only materials used were foils, potting soil, a timer and a
borrowed light, the plant shown is approximately five month
old.

A bill and a number of USG
Resolutions were passed at a
busy but uneventful Undergraduate Student Government General Assembly meeting Monday
night.
One of the first legislative
actions of the busy meeting was
a bill to buy several items to
improve the technology in the
USG office. Included in the bill
were additional memory and PC
speakers for computers in the
USG office, a digital camera and
a paper shredder. Chief of Staff
Mike Allton said that each item
would be beneficial for USG,
including the shredder.
"Frequently, we have sensitive <hings in the office," Allton
said, who added that paper
shredders are relatively cheap.
In addition to that bill, the
General Assembly also passed a
number of resolutions. One of
the resolutions encouraged the
University to push the Withdraw/Pass deadline further
back in the semester, on the rea• See USG, page eight.

Landmines continue killing after wars end
By ROBERT RECKER
The BG News

Falcon baseball
defeats Defiance 15-3.
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About 50 people gathered in
Olscamp 111 Tuesday night to
learn about the dangers of landmines in today's society, told
through the story of one war survivor.
Loung Ung was born in Cambodia at the height of a bloody
civil war. When she was five
years old, rebels lead by Pol Pot
overran the capital city of
Phnompenh, driving Ung and
her family into hiding. Ung
would eventually escape to the
United States, but not before her
parents and two sisters had been
killed.
Ung, the national spokesperson for the Vietnam Veterans of
America Foundation (WAF),
spoke about the problems that
occur in countries following

wars: When the soldiers leave,
the landmines don't.
Ung called landmine
'.:..
silent sentinels of death," that
remain behind years after the last
shots of war are fired.
Twelve people arc killed each
year from stepping on mines
placed during World War II,
according to Ung.
Ung said there are 70-80 million landmines left hidden
undetonated from past wars,
scattered throughout 70 different
countries.
"Landmines are weapons of
mass destruction in slow
motion," Ung said. She was
referring to the fact that 26.000
people are killed or maimed by
landmines every year. That is
one every 22 minutes.Ung said.
Ung displayed several of the
140 different types of landmines
used world-wide. She said that

-"■

Loung Ung
The national spokesperson for
the Vietnam Veterans of America
Foundation (WAF)
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The BG News
A new trend is emerging oncampus and in the professional
world and is likely to cause a
change in the way we think
about our names and our traditions: Many women are keeping
their last names or hyphenating
them instead of taking their husbands' names after marriage.
University students and faculty expressed different opinions
on what the traditional practice
of wives taking their husbands'

names means in today's world.
Lorna Gonsalves-Pinto, associate provost for diversity, decided to hyphenate her name later
in life.
"I never thought about this
issue when I was much younger- I simply took my husband's
name," she said. "I have since
hyphenated my name to include
my family name. If I had it to do
over, I would simply keep my
name and not take on my husband's name."
Her reasons for deciding to
hyphenate her name are related

Prior to giving her presentation on non-detonated landmines,
Loung Ung met one on one with members of the audience.

....

to the notion of women being the
property of their husbands.
"I associate 'giving names'
with ownership," she said.
"When one acquires a boat, one
gives it a name. I personally do
not see a need for women to lake
the names of men. An increasing
number of women are choosing
to keep their names and I think
this is a good practice," Gonsalves-Pinto said.
Several University men were
asked if they would consider taking their wife's last name when
they get married.

f
. J_..
Scott nf
Windau,
a_ {_>■(■■■*■
freshman
piloting major, said he wouldn't
doit.
"I'm the only male to carry on
my family name," he said.
Other students cited different
reasons.
Junior athletic training major
Boston Waltenberger said he
wanted to keep his family name.
"It's tradition that the woman
changes her name," he said.
"But I really wouldn't have a
problem with it if she kept her
name or hyphenated her name."
Mike Brundage, a sophomore

,.,1.1.- I.I..1 rwairtr
undecided
major, uric
was ciirrvri«;r
surprised
at the question.
"I never thought about that
before. I don't know if I'd change
my name, but I wouldn't mind if
my wife kept her name," he said.
Brundage said he noticed that
a lot of women in power positions use a hyphenated name.
"I guess this is so they don't
lose their identity," Brundage
said.
Leigh Ross-Shaw, a Softball
coach at the University, hyphenates her name for exactly that

• See NAME, page eight.

UAO presents spring concert

Check out:

www.bgnews.
com

"little sibs" weekend.
Weaver said he has already
seen a huge positive reaction on
They Might Be Giants will campus based on the rumor that
headline this year's spring con- They Might Be Giants was comcert on Saturday, April 17 at ing, which originated from the
Anderson Arena. The band will band's web page.The Brooklynbe accompanied by the Michael based pop duo, John Linnell and
Shelley band. Former Saturday John Flansburgh, are on tour in
Night Live cast member Jimmy support of their recent live
Fallow will open the show with a album Severe Tire Damage.
Top-voted bands in this year's
musical-comedy performance.
University Activities Organi- student input survey were unobzation made the announcement tainable due to financial and
yesterday afternoon. UAO con- venue limits, Weaver said. Topcert director Joe Weaver said the voted act Dave Matthews band
act was truly appropriate for was financially impossible,
vounger brothers and sisters while the Barenaked Ladies were
who will be at the University for on tour in Europe. Other topBy TONY CAVALLARIO
The BG News

News, web extras and a
whole lot more.
Want to get in touch?

bgnews@bgnet.
bgsu.edu
Your direct line to your
newspaper
Or call us:

372-6966

i Sec MINES, page eight.
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Women keep own last names for professional ID
By SARAH DELANEY

"I realized that the
little girl was me a few
years earlier, when I
was eating out of a
garbage can."

in poor countries, kids find landmines and use them for toys,
with deadly results.
In Ung's native country of
Cambodia alone, there are
between 4 and 6 million landmines lying beneath the surface.
These have produced 40,000
amputees. One in 32 Cambodians have an amputated limb,
compared to one in 22,000 in the
U.S.
Despite the striking statistics,
Ung said that a major problem
with removing landmines is that
the victims are invisible.
She told of her return to Cambodia in 1995, 15 years after
escaping from a soldier training
program. A little girl whose
father had been killed by a landmine approached her, pleading
for help. Ung quickly went off to

Photo Provided
They Might Be Giants will perform at BGSU on April 17 in Anderson Arencr

voted bands like Smashing
Pumpkins and U2 are too big for
any Bowling Green venues.
Weaver said.
"We put together what we
thought would be a great show
for the campus," he said.
Weaver described John Fallow, who recently left Saturday
Night Live, as an up-and-coming
artist whose humor will compliment the often humorous style of
They Might Be Giants.
The Michael Shelley band
opened for They Might Be Giants
on their fall tour in support of
Severe Tire Damage.
• See UAO, page eight.
■
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I would like lo question the choosing of Ihe U-Wire Guesl
Column by Ryan VanWinkle in the Mond.iv, March 29 issue of The
BG News. I understand the purpose and intent of a guesl editorial.
However, this particular piece had no relevance or bearing to
Bowling Green State University.
My main question is Ihe motive and reasoning of The BG News
staff in running this article. The original editorial cartoon and letter
wrillen by the Syracuse women was not printed in The News and is
not accompanying Mr. VanWinklc's attack of the Greek system.
Therefore, this seems to me to be an extremely inappropriate and
irrelevant editorial for the BGSU campus and community.
The Greek system of Bowling Green is an extraordinary group of
men and women that work hard to make a difference in our
University community. I also question the timeliness of this editorial. Printed one day after the conclusion of Dance Marathon, a phenomenal achievement in which the Greek system plays a major role.
The Greek's large commitment and dedication to this amazing cause
contributed to the more than $200,000 raised lo benefit the
Children's Miracle Network and MCO, Why did this irrelevant editorial from an author who is not a BGSU student accompany the
same paper as ,m obvious applaud of our campus's concern and
outreach lo the .community?
I sincerely hope that this article was printed in error. Mr.
VanWinklc's editorial was not printed in the Daily Orange for a reason. Whv was it printed in a campus newspaper hundreds of miles
away, where the original cartoon and editori.il did not run?
The printing of this editorial has caused me to lose much respect
for the credibility of The News. It is not that I do not believe Mr. Van
Winkle has a right to have his voice heard. It is that his editorial is
inappropriate to the readers of BGSU. There are many campus and
community concerns that can be addressed in guest columns.
Unfortunately, this is not one of them. The News is an excellent
daily accomplishment by undergraduate students, and it is unfortunate that articles like this can discredit the paper's reputation.
Kelly Benedctti
Alpha Phi Sorority

Letters to the Editor policy
Do you agree with all of this'-' The BG News encourages all student, faculty,
administrative and local input from any and all people who have a strong opinion. The BG News will not discrlmminate upon letters solely based on a person's
opinion. We offer two avenues lo people wishing to express his or her opinion.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less than two
typed, double-spaced pagesl. These are usually in response to a current issue on
the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be submitted as
Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to space limitarions and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Anonymous letters are not encouraged. The News will not print any letter or
Guest column without being able to verify the author. This will be accomplished
only If the author submits his or her name, academic major and year, phone
number and/or e-mail address. The News will consider printing a letter or column as anonymous only under specific situations in which the author may have
valid reasons to remain anonymous.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a written copy to 210 West Hall and
leave it In the Opinion Editor's mailbox Or. send it on e-mail to
bgnewsie'bgnet.bgsu.cdu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor".
Space limitations may prevent The News from pnnting all letters received. The
News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
Copyright €■ 1999, The BG News. Bowling Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any
material from this publication without prior permission of The BG News is
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication lounded in 1920 and Is published daily during the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily
those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Spring 1999 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors in sto
ries or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are final. .
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Gen ed. courses have potential to be useful
Did I learn all I ever needed to
know in college?
I thought I would take a look
back at the classes I've had at
BGSU over the past four years
and try to remember what I've
learned from them directly and
indirectly.
UNIV 100- My class met at
8:00 a.m. Monday and Friday.
The classes I went to were where
I met my first atheist and my
first class with black students in
it.
ENG 111 - Submitting the
folders was kind of intimidating.
JOUR 103 (Intro to Mass
Communication)-Paid
more
attention to cute guy in tie than
to lectures. 20 point curve on one
test.
HIST 206-Nice old professor
with a monotone voice. Notably,
my first history class to actually
get past WWII.
WS 200 -I was most interested
in the men's comments and the
solidarity of the women in my
class. My teacher's encouragement gave me confidence.
MATH 115- My teacher had
an 18 letter last name. We had
homework problems to turn in
every class, just like high school.
ENG 112 - Great idea to have
topics to write about. Actual discussion occurred about gender
roles.
BIOL 101- Prof, put something
on the test about where she

watched a meteor shower. A septic tank? Sat with people I knew,
made jokes about monkeys and
amoebas.
ENG 200- Rubyfruit Jungle is
a great book. I learned that
laughter doesn't necessarily
mean knock-knock jokes.
POLS 110 - The amazing
debate over drug legalization
was brought to my attention.
How can people not be opinionated or passionate about politics?
CS 100 - I knew a lot about
computers from previous experience. Fun teacher expanded
knowledge about Ihe www.
ITAL 101,102,201,202-Buon
giorno mi amiche! If I would
have taken these classes more
seriously, 1 would know a lot
more. Learning a language is
very intensive combined with a
busy schedule.
THEA 141- We did an exercise on the first day of class
expressing our perceptions of

other classmates based on what
they looked like. We became a
very close knit class and had a
lot of fun. Some of my most
nerve-wracking times were in
preparing to act for Ihe class.
ECON 100- The class spent
lots of lime making fun of our
teacher's clothes and complaining about how economics was
useless. I have a fear of graphs —
this was not picnic for me. But
we did read "The Grapes of
Wrath'' and Ihe ideas about
(labor) supply and demand are
cemented in my head.
IPC
403
(Assertiveness
Training) - This class was taught
by the magnificent Dr. R.K.
Tucker. 1 still review my notes.
Where has this class gone? Many
students could benefit and gain a
real life skill through this class.
BIOL 108 (Life in the Sea)One of the most useless classes
taken by me. OK, so I thought it
would be easy.
PSYC 201- Interesting topics.
I liked B.F. Skinner and
Maslow's heirarchy of needs.
A&S 250 (Great Ideas) - One
of the best classes offered by the
University, if taught by someone
creative. We didn't use the book.
We read tons of deep stuff and
had some great conversations.
(Participation was worth 50 percent.)
ETHN 302 (Women of Color
in the US)- Women's studies is

an amazing program in the fact!
that it is constantly examining its!
own prejudices. This class made!
me see that women of color were!
dealing with issues mainstream]
feminism tried to ignore: labor!
and poverty.
SOC
231
(Cultural!
Anthropology)- One of myl
favorites because it raised myl
awareness about other cultures|
and made me examine my own. i
SMD 425 (Sport and Gender)-!
I wish my class would have put]
more effort into the complexities]
of this great subject. People got]
lost in the academics, when the]
class was potentially about]
examining prejudices.
PHIL 317 - My professor said]
many funny things. I enjoyed I
going to class just for tli.it I
Sometimes the concepts got a lit-1
tie intense. What is infinity times]
infinity? And why do I have to|
think about it?
I've heard lots of people com-|
plain about having to take class-1
es outside their majors. 1 think I
that it is very important that the]
University make people do this.
Each of these classes shaped I
my perception of the subject and I
Ihe world. Even if 1 didn't enjoy I
every day of them, I built my]
academic foundation.
Please let me graduate! Natalie I
Miller tan be
reached at I
annemil©bgnet.bgsu.eduSmiles to I
Doug Cr Kevin George.

University deserves more credit
I'm about to say something
thai could land me as an outcast
in many circles on this campus.
Seeing as how I already am an
outcast in most circles, I will say
it anyway.
I love Bowling Green State
University.
There, I said it. A lynch mob
should be assembling outside
my dorm room as I write.
Why?
Because ever since I set fool
on this campus, I have always
heard the same old line: "BGSU
sucks."
My first instinct is to say,
"Then why are you still enrolled
here?" God knows not everyone
who goes here is on a full-ride
scholarship. In-state tuition, fees,
room and board are upwards of
$9,500 per year. Not exactly
chump change.
If you think BGSU sucks, then
ask yourself, why do you stay
here?
"Because it's the best campus
for my major." Sorry, but that
immediately disqualifies you
from griping. If the program
you're in is good, then BGSU
obviously does not suck.
"Because there's no social
life." I'll admit that BG is certainly not Ohio State when it comes
to "the scene," but if that's your

Mike Leonard
Guest
■
Columnist
primary reason for going to college, you don't belong in college.
"Because my parents couldn't
afford to pay for (fill in private
school here)." This is the attitude
that angers me.. BGSU isn't an
elite school, so it's not good
enough for you.
Herein lies the biggest reason
why "most people" (read: those
who gripe, who are actually a
minority) decry BG. BGSU is not
Northwestern or Miami. Nor
does it pretend to be.
What BG is, is something that
most elitists hate: middle class.
Then again, what would you
expect from a school whose primary majors are education and
business management?
My family is probably a good
representative of the typical family that sends their children to
BG. I'm the son of two teachers.
Most of the people who go here,
or more appropriately, stay here,
are like me. They're the sons and

6

daughters of honest, hard-working teachers, managers and other
mid-level professionals.
I'd be willing to bet that
between 50-60 percent of the
campus has had a part-time job
sometime during their tenure at
BG. The amount of people at BG
who receive financial aid is
around 70 percent.
Are these figures that indicate
affluence? Hardly.
At the risk of sounding like
Nixon, I believe that the "silent
majority" of BGSU students
believe that the University basically does a good job with the
tools it's given. We don't have
millions upon millions pouring
into the BGSU Power Plant. It
takes time and money to solve
problems, and BGSU is a poor
campus compared to others in
the area.
Does this mean that BGSU is a
perfect university? Of course
not. There are a lot of campus
problems that should be dealt
with. The continuing problem of
diversity, making the athletic
department competitive and fiscally responsible, warming student/instructor relations, creating and maintaining top notch
facilities and eliminating the
Greek system. (All right, that last
one was wishful thinking on my
part.)

The administration knows
these problems exist. While they
can't get to every problem at the
University, at least they're not
apathetic. Kent, Akron, and
Toledo can tell you a thing or
two about apathetic administration.
What BG does not need is
more whining about these specific, narrow problems. What it
needs is a clear assessment of its
priorities (which is has), a plan
of action to implement those priorities (which it has) and
patience on the University community's part that things will get
better (which it does not have).
It's a true statement that the
Paul Olscamp regime was the
worst in school history. Olscamp
is gone, but it takes a while to
undo 13 years of damage. In fact,
if what Dr. Ribeau says is true, if
the University has made "6 years
of progress in the last 2 years,"
then we still have to expel 7
more years of Olscamp's mismanagement.
I realize that I've probably
angered a lot of the elitist community of BG with this column.
Good. I've never had patience
for elitism and Bowling Green
State University shouldn't either.
Mike Leonard is a guest columnist. He can be reached at
lmike@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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on the street

we are looliin? for
creative and impactful
questions to query the
the campus of BQSU.
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if you have something
wacky or serious or —
best
of
all
—
hard-hitting
and
insightful to ask the
students of Bovulin<j
qreen, let us know.
There arc people on the
street duinv, to answer
your questions, and we
don't wanna let them
down!
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What do you think
about legalizing
marijuana?
Valerie Forrest
Freshman
Exercise Specialist
"I'm against it
because there will be
more deaths due to
substance abuse
while driving-

Jeff Lavalette
Freshman
Pop. Culture
"I think that legalizing marijuana
would increase
drug-related problems. More people
would be inclined
to smoke."
Gregory T. Geniusz
Senior
Glassblowing/Sculpt.
"I have no problems
with it.'

send suggestions to:

pWftofsp

•no west Hall
•4ia/372-69o6

•marymc<iihxjnet.b<jsu.edu

Jill Chupp
Freshman
Nursing
"As long as it's tor
medicinal
purposes."

Dan Nowalk
Junior
Biology Ed.
"Only as a prescription."

•fax: 372-6967
just a quick idea could
generate all sorts of
responses!
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events

All these campus events and more can be found on the University website: http://events.bqsu.edu/

sponsored by the Rowing Club
Union Oval.

3 p.m.

Come
see
the
College
Republicans take out their frustrations on a donkey; FREE
candy for all!! Union Mall.

HP/HSA Tution Raffle Ticket

Men's Baseball at Wright State
Dayton. Ohio.

4 - 8 p.m.

Sales

3:45 p.m.

Wednesday
3/31/99
70 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Union Foyer

AIDS hair-cut-a-thon

11 a.m.

BGSU College Republicans
CONSERVATIVE

Row-A-Thon

WEEK

Twenty-four hours of rowing

"Donkey Demolition Day"

Stylists will be offering hair-cuts
for only S5-S7! Sponsored by
Golden Key National Honor
Society.
Student
Services
Forum.

7 p.m.

8 p.m.

Paving the Way

Faculty Artist Series: Venti

A movie- about four extraordinary women of the 1950s who
broke the mold, (52 min.) followed by "The Women of
Summer: An Unknown Chapter
of American Social History
about the Bryn Mawr Summer
School for Women Workers in
1921-1938" (55 min.). celebrating Women's History Month.
Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.

da Camera
Bryan Recital Hall,
Musical Arts Center.

Moore

THE BOOKS WE COME FROM ..
THE WOMEN WE BECOME
Rona Klein, faculty in Women's
Studies and English, will lead an
1

1

1r

3

\
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CROSSWORD

TODAY

Sunny.
LOW: 42

Today ... mostly sunny
and breezy. Increasing
clouds late in the day.
High around 70. South
wind 15 to 25 mph.
Tonight ... mostly cloudy.
Low around 50.
Tomorrow ... cloudy with
a chance of showers.
High in the middle 60s.
Chance of rain 40 percent.
Wow. Weather beautiful
enough to make you cry.
Take it in before it gets
mucky tomorrow.

TOMORROW

Cloudy.
HIGH: 70

LOW: 49

iconolatrous
•/eye-kon-AH-lah-truss/9 (adjective)
worshipping icons
Example: Pietro
explained
that Rome, for example, was
an
iconolatrous
society,
with all their statues and
gods.
Iconolatrous comes from the
Greek
"eikonos,"
meaning
statue,
and
the
suffix
"latres," meaning worshipper.

1
4
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
24
28
31
32
33
34
36
37
38
39
42
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

ACROSS
Scathing review
Merciful
H.S. subiect
Time period
Comparable
thing
Mystique
Serviette holder
1st letter
Strike caller
Delia deposit
. back (relaxed)
Verge
Lordly
Deadtock
Aurevwri
Released
Professional
copyist
Perfect places
Newsman
Koppn
Solitaire starter
Actor MacLeod
Golf hazards
Caling into play
Particles
Likewise
Minimum crowd
Gilpm ot "Frasier"
Musical medley
Language of
Pakistan

56 Apartment
resident
58 "Bom Free"

lioness
60 Century of
Queen Victona

64 Legal claim

65 Worn rug?
66 Golf course
mound
67 Slug ending?
68 _ kick (football
gamble)
69 Classified _
DOWN
1 Next to last Items
2 Biblical tongue
3 Fuzzier
4 Filament
5 Superfluous
6 Ruin
7_Baba
8 Negative prelx
9 Custard
ingredients

10 Catalog sales
11
12
13
18
22
25

39 Potbelly
40 Bat wood
41 Computer
invaders
42 Dolt
43 Consumed
44 Also not
45 Olympics site ol
1996
46 Fingered, In a
way
47 Placates
53 Single
55 "Do _ others as

Opie's guardtan
Cycle starter?
Head cover
Little nipper
Coniaminates
Loud noise
Continental abbr.
Actor Cariou
Koch and Harris
Settled scores
Traveling worker
Lei in

TV GUIDE SECTION
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informal discussion of children's
literature, with a particular
focus on books for and about
girls. She will provide resources
for anyone wanting to critically
evaluate and select the literature they make available to
their daughters. Come prepared to discuss - even read
from, if you like - the books you
come from! The Women's
Center, 107 Hanna Hall.

TBA
Brown Bag Luncheon

daily

WEATHER
HIGH: 70

• People on me street is intended as an unscientific sample or me student population Anyone
desperately hoping to De in mis feature may ttno it protitable to hang around me stuoent union
around, say. seven-ish Bui you didn't hear it here
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||

10' the answers, look on the
weo www ognews com

PAGE THREE of The BG NEWS is Intended as a
source of non-vital information as well as a
reprieve from stressful and/or boring daily minutiae. The material herein has been composed meticulously using various means to provide today's
most meaningful and fulfilling nonsense. All words
transcribed nere are real; names have been
changed to protect the innocent and the unwitting.
Complaints, comments, ideas, materials, monetary
gifts, submissions, and other sorts of contributions
gladly accepted; please deposit in 210 WEST HALL
in hard copy or Macintosh disk form or email to
Mary Beth Murlha at marym@bgnet. bgsu.edu. I'll
probably look at it. Those whose materal is worthy
will get to see it in print ... such reward.
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World &Nation

Editor-in-Chief.
Mike Wendling
372-6966 "

i

Eye on
news
mplled from staff and wire reports

■NATURE
People flock to see new eagles in Ohio
i FLORIDA, Ohio (AP) — An eagles nesl thai has attracted hundreds of onlookers in recent weeks is a little more crowded.
' An undetermined number of eaglets were hatched in the nest
near the Maumee River last week, but thev are too small to been seen
yet.
Biologists can tell when eagle eggs hatch by a change in the adult
eagles' behavior, said Sheri Helon, an eagle coordinator at the Crane
Creek Wildlife Research Station in Ottawa County.
The eagles will be "antsy" while sitting on top of the eaglets, bobbing their heads and fluttering their wings, she said. The eaglets
should become independent in about 20 weeks.
Eaglets have hatched in eight northwest Ohio nests this year,
Helon said.

l.MANM';HS ■nMMMHMHMI
Subway conductors will say 'please'
NEW YORK (AP) — New York's subway conductors will be
allowed to keep saying the magic word.
The city transit agency decided Tuesday that it doesn't take too
long, after all, to say "please" before asking riders to "stand clear of
the closing doors."
The idea didn't sit well with riders and commuter advocates who
insisted there is always enough time to be polite. Transit officials
were forced to quickly admit that the idea was silly.
"We are still going to come up with a way to make the announcements more concise but without making them less polite," transit
spokesman Al O'Leary said.

$4 million for needy Holocaust survivors
;

WASHINGTON (AP) —The United States plans to give $4 million
\o an international relief fund that assists needy survivors of Nazi
rsecution.

r

The contribution will be used to provide food, medicine and clothing to jews in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, many of
Jvhom were "double victims" of Germany and the Soviet Union.

The goal is to help ensure the survivors "do not live out their
Remaining years in need," James P. Rubin, the Slate Department
Spokesman, said.
Rabbi Israel Miller, president of the Conference of Jewish Claims
^Against Germany, praised the State Department's announcement. He
*}>aid the aid was desperately needed.

Associated Press Photo

Kosovar refugees sit around a fire as several thousand Albanian refuguees were stuck in the mountains on the Yugoslav-Macedonian border on Tuesday.

Albanian refugees head to boarders
The Associated Press
BELGRADE,
YugoslaviaRussia's
prime
minister
launched a diplomatic bid Tuesday to end NATO's air campaign
in Yugoslavia, as Western forces
expanded attacks around the
clock on Serb forces accused of
forcing ethnic Albanians out of
Kosovo.
The ITAR-Tass news agency
reported the talks that lasted a
few hours longer than expected
ended this afternoon. II quoted
Prime Minister Yevgeny Primakov as saying: "The talks
have brought results, details to
follow."
NATO officials said Tuesday
that the number of ethnic Albanians who have fled Kosovo in the
last six days has grown to
118,000, and Pec, a city of 100,000
residents in western Kosovo, has
been "almost totally destroyed."

The alliance said il had
received reports that Yugoslav
military, forces had opened (ire
with tanks and artillery at
refugees in the Pagarusa Valley,
but had no confirmation.
Rebel sources said Serbs
attacked the area, southwest of
the provincial capital of Pristina,
where at least r-0,000 ethnic Albanians have been living since
being chased from their homes
last summer.
Ramush Hajredinaj, a regional
commander of the Kosovo Liberation Army, said the attack
appeared intended to drive the
civilians into Albania
NATO spokesman Jamie Shea
described the Kosovo situation
as "a humanitarian disaster ol
enormous proportion" with
about 30 percent of the Kosovo
population uprooted.
"Serbian ethnic cleansing has
reached new heights," NATO air

!
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Now Leasing Next Summer + Fall

Relax by our pool when you return in
the fall! Our pools are open until it's

Campus Manor 1
615 Second St.
701 Fourth St.

TOO COLD TO SWIM!

LET'S GO NUTS
TOGETHER!

Rockledge Manor ■
640 Eighth St.
841 Eighth St.
733. 755. 777 ManvilleAve. .,^1^
£♦
825 3,aSt.
315 N. Main
317 N. Main
710 Elm St.
'PVT*
flt
710** Elm St.
237 N. Prospect
138" N. Main St
313 N. Main St.
I R.E. Management

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS
352-9135
Open Sat. 10-2 SUIT 12-3

113 Railroad St.

Next to Kinkos

352-9302

.■■■■■■■■■■■■■■IHMMITlTTgg
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± ^Summer employment

Rentals

843 Sixth Street #3,4,5,6.411
2 bedroom unfurnished apartments
2 full baths
Dishwashers
Private Parking
Utility Rooms
$445.00-$475.00 for a 12 month
lease plus utilities
$545.00-$575.Q0 for a 9 month
lease plus utilities

Home Gity Ice

Home City
Ice Company

Now Hiring for these Positions:
1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan

Call Today for Complete Details!!
332 S. Main St
-Jl (Our Only office)

"" ~~
352-5620
www.newloverealty.com L_

1-800-899-8070
"Be a part of a winning tradition"

commander David Wilby said at
loday's briefing in Brussels, Belgium.
"In many cases they have
been provided with 'free transport,'" Shea said. "They are simply busing people to the frontier
to get them out as quickly as
possible. You don't improvise a
whole bus fleet if you haven't
planned this operation a long
lime in advance."
Reports of mass killings and
forced removals, with entire villages being burned and cities
cleared of ethnic Albanians, have
increased since NATO forces
began the bombing and missile
campaign a week ago.
German Defense Minister
Rudolf Scharping said Tuesday
that Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic "will trv over the
next two to three weeks to turn
Kosovo into a region of
destroyed villages where the
adull male population will have
been interned or killed and the
rest driven out or fleeing."
With international monitors
having left Kosovo and virtually
all foreign journalists kicked out,
the reports are impossible to verify But the consistency in details
of an apparent systematic Serb
campaign to rid some parts of
Kosovo of ethnic Albanians gave
credence to allegations by Western leaders of ethnic cleansing.
Primakov began discussions
with Milosevic Tuesday morning
with the goal of "an immediate
halt" to the bombing of
Yugoslavia.
"We have arrived here ... in
order to transfer the process into
a political course ... to find an
acceptable decision in the course
of political consultations," Primakov was quoted as saying bv
ITAR-Tass.

The talks were the most highlevel mediation effort since the
NATO airstrikes began.
British Prime Minister Tony
Blair said Tuesday that NATO
plans to intensify its air attacks.
Blair said he spoke with President Clinton and with NATO
Secretary-General Javier Solana
and "we are absolutely at one on
this: The answer to what is happening is to intensify the
attacks."
"It is to get in and hit Milosevic and his murderous thugs
very, very hard," Blair said.
NATO has refused to give an}
precise military information
about operations, the results of
second phase attacks so far
beyond saying they have been
striking at ground forces in
Kosovo.
"We will continue to conduct
operations around the clock,"
Wilby said.
French Army Chief of Staff
Jean-Pierre Kelche said NATO
forces had badly damaged
Yugoslavia's air defenses. Then'
is no longer any coordinated and
sophisticated capacity of Serb air
forces to oppose the Alliance air
forces," he said.
Russia's military Tuesday
repeated its claim that 1,000
civilians and more than 50
Yugoslav or Serb fighters had
been killed by the airstrikes.
Yugoslavia hasn't given an overall estimate, and it was impossible to independently confirm
casualty figures.
British Foreign Secretary
Robin Cook told BBC Radio 4's
Today program he saw "no
signs" Belgrade would accede to
NATO demands to cease hostilities, grant Kosovo autonomy
and allow NATO troops into
Kosovo to keep the peace.

Fall 1999 Leasing
Units Going Fast!
HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-lpm

224 E. WOOSTER
Bowling Green,
OH 43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Under construction for Fall 1999 • 2 new buildings

CAMPBELL HILL APARTMENTS
318 Campbell Hill Rd.- Buildings F & G
BRAND NEW!!
All units have dishwashers, garbage disposals,
air conditioning, and washer and dryer hookups.
3 bedroom, furnished (limit 51
$975.00/mo.
2 bedroom, furnished (Limit 4)
$790.00/mo.
*Leases 9 1/2 mos. & tenants pay ail utilities

MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces, A/C.
dishwashers, microwaves, and garbage disposals.
New carpet in #'s 8,9, & 10 at 425 East Court St.
Other houses & apartments available
.0vww.wcnet.org/-gbrental
...
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Cambodia conference struggles
to combat against AIDS epidemic
The Associated Press

was ostracized by her family
and friends.

PHNOM PENH. Cambodia.
— Struggling with the highest
rate of HIV infection in Asia,
Cambodia held its first national
conference Tuesday to increase
awareness of the AIDS epidemic.

"They told m* that I had
sinned, but I think it is not a sin.
It is because I did not know
about it. If I did, I would, have
avoided the disease," she told
700 participants in the two-day
conference.

With a tearful plea, AIDS victim Sam Theara urged younger
generations of Cambodians to
protect themselves from HIV
and help in the fight against the
deadly virus.

Since the first case of HIV in
Cambodia was diagnosed in
1991, the virus has spread at an
alarming rate through the
impoverished nation and is now
infecting an estimated 100 Cambodians every day.

A widowed mother of three,
Sam Theara contracted AIDS
from her husband and passed
the disease on to her thenunbom daughter. After displaying symptoms of the disease, she

The situation is serious," Dr.
Peter Piot, executive director of
the Joint United Nations Program on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS),

said Tuesday. "The impact of the
epidemic — if it is not slowed
down — will be enormous."
Cambodia's thriving commercial sex industry has been
identified as the main link in the
spread of the disease. Almost
half of the country's 10,00020,000 sex workers are believed
to be infected by HIV.
A pilot program enforcing
condom use in brothels has
proved successful in Cambodia,
but Dr. Tia Phalla of Cambodia's
HIV/AIDS Control Center
lamented that consistent amdom use has not been achieved,
especially in the home where
promiscuous Cambodian men
are spreading the disease to their
wives and families.

Auoclated Preta Photo
AIDS victim Sam Theara makes a tearful call to the young generation of Cambodians to protect
themselves and help fight against the deadly disease at their first national AIDS conference
Tuesday.

Bottled water not necessarily pure sources say
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — It's advertised as pure and healthy and
every year is in greater demand.
But bottled water in some cases
may not be any purer or bacteriafree than water coming from
your tap, an environmental
group says.
In a four-year test of 103
brands of bottled water, the environmental advocacy group Natural Resources Defense Council
found that a third of the tested
brands contained bacteria or
other chemicals exceeding the

industry's own guidelines or the
most stringent state purity standards.
The study being released
today acknowledged that most
bottled water "is of good quality" but that industry is left largely to self monitoring because of
weak federal and slate enforcement.

The report was being released
today as Sen. Frank Lautenberg,
D-N.J., planned to introduce legislation that would require
stricter labeling requirements on
the bottled water industry and
that the product meet the same
standards for bacterial and
chemical contamination as tap
water.

"Just because water comes
from a bottle doesn't mean it's
any cleaner or safer than what
comes from the tap," Eric Olson,
one of authors of the NRDC
report, said.

"There may be bottled water
that's cleaner than tap water and
some that's dirtier, but now
there's no way for consumers to
tell the difference," Lautenberg
said.

"For the past 37 years there have been no
confirmed reports in the U.S. of illness or
disease linked to bottled water."
International Bottled Water Associated spokesperson
The International Bottled Water Association

The International Bottled
Water Association said the
NRDC was "trying to scare consumers" with its report. The
industry group noted that the
report acknowledges that most
of the water the NRDC tested
was "of good quality" and con-

tained no detectable bacteria or
chemicals of concern.
"For the past 37 years there
have been no confirmed reports
in the U.S. of illness or disease
linked to bottled water," the
association said in a statement.

While bottled water is regulated as a food by the Food and
Drug Administration, the NRDC
study said it is subject to weaker
standards when it comes to a
wide range of contaminants than
ordinary tap water which comes
under the Environmental Protection Agency.
Bottled water, they said, is
required to be tested less frequently for bacteria and chemical contaminants; has no requirement to be disinfected or tested
for parasites; and it may contain
some fecal coliform.

Ohio River fish may cause health problems
The Associated Press
CHARLESTON, W.Va. —
People should not eat Ohio
River channel catfish and carp
that are more than 17 inches
long because of potential health
problems, officials said Tuesday
in an annual advisory.
People also should limit eating other species such as large

and smallmouth bass, sauger,
white bass, hybrid stripped
bass and fresh water drum, the
state said.
The advisory is based on 26
fish tissue samples taken last
year to test for contaminants
such as lead and mercury, said
the divisions of Environmental
Protection, Natural Resources
and the Bureau for Public

Health.
PCBs, which have been
linked to cancer, continue to be
the major contaminant, the
agencies said.
The federal government
banned PCB use in 1974, but
some still can be found in river
sediment and accumulate in
animals' fatty tissue.

Is

Ohio ARP The Right Choice For You?

Ohio Alternative Retirement Plan

Yes, if...
• You want choice in selecting your own investment portfolio from a diversified menu of
options available through Aetna's Refiremenf Master variable annuity;
• You want investment control in managing your retirement portfolio;
• You want the opportunity to benifit from the fox deferred growth potential of the investments
you select; ana
• You want retirement plan portability that doesn't limit your career opportunities.

ON CAMPUS

TODAY from 10-2 in the University Hall Corridor
scheduled interviews are not needed
WE OFFER:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

/Etna

For more information, please eonlact:

Please rail lor prospectuses containing more complete information,
including charges and expenses. Read the prospectuses carefully
before you invest.
Variable Annuities are offered bu Aetna Life Insurance and Annuity
Company Securities are offered by: Aetna Jnuestmcnt Serriics ftic

Closed:
2:00p.m.. Friday, April 2
Reopens:
7:30a.rd., Monday, April 5
part food Cart
Closed:
Saturday, April 3 through Sunday, April 4
Reopens:
7:30a.m., Monday, April 5

MMCart

650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)
Call 800-582-3577

Open:
Hours:

Friday, April 2 through Sunday, April 4
10:00a.m.- 7:00p.m.

Closed:
Reopens:

2:00p.m., Friday, April 2
7:30a.m., Monday, April 5

Snack Bars, Convenience Stores,
and Restaurants
Open:

eri

Student Union
Friday,

An FDX Company

/Etna

(419)534-4404
Retirement Services*
800-462-7370
email: OhioARP@Aerna.com

Dining Centers

.

HHB

Registered Representatives
3554 Oak Alley Court #400
Toledo, Ohio 43066

Make the Best of a Great opportunity.

Year-Round Position
5 Shifts To Choose From
3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Paid Training
Advancement Opportunities
Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Starting At $8.50 - $9.00
$.50 Raise After 90 Days
Great Work-Out

Stop by TODAY
10-2
University Hall
Corridor

Mike Landolt & Matthew Carter, CFS

Retirement Services

April 2,1999

Saturday, April 3,1999

Closed:
Reopens:
M
Closed:
Reopens:
Closed:
Reopens:

Closed at 6:00p.m.

Saturday, April 3.10:00a.m. through 7:00p.m.
Sunday, April 4,10:00a.m. to Midnight
2.00p.m„ Friday, April 2
7:30a.m., Monday, April 5
Friday, April 2 through Saturday, April 3
430p.m„ Sunday, April 4
FridayApril 2 through Saturday, April 3
7.00p.m., Sunday, April 4

tWaBqrat
Closed:
Reopens:

Closed

2:00p.m., Friday, April 2
6:00p.m., Sunday, April 4

ST I
Sunday,

April 4,1999

11:00a.m.- 2:00p.m.
(reservations required: 372-6951)
M

4:00p.m. -11:00p.m.

RzaOMtt

4:00p.m.- 3:00a.m.

Hours:
rRfverC
Closed:
Reopens:
Closed:
Reopens:

Friday, April 2 through Sunday, April 4
Regular Hours Fri. & Sal, opens 4:30 p.m. on Sunday
8:30p.m., Thursday, April 1
5:00p.m.. Monday, April 5
6:30p.m., Thursday, April 1
4:30p.m„ Monday, April 5
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Second explosion in 4 months kills 5
a,or

The Associated Press
OSSEO, Mich. — For the second lime in four months, a deadly explosion rocked a Hillsdale
County fireworks factory, this
time killing five.
The explosion and resulting
fire was reported about 8:30 a.m.
Monday at Independence Professional Fireworks Co. near Osseo,
about 15 miles north of the Ohio
border. Sheriff Stan Burchardt
said
A charred wall was all that
was left of a small building that
exploded just 100 yards from the
structure destroyed
in the
December blast that killed seven
employees. Several cars near the
site were also damaged, Burchardt said.

The other four victims have
not been identified, and Burchardt would not confirm if they
were employees. He said dental
and medical records would be
needed to confirm their identifications.

Donald Dunning Jr. told the
Detroit Free Press that one of the
dead is his sister, Leah Dunning,
34, of Pittsford.

1.

; '

With the investigation into the
Dec. 11 explosion still open, Burchardt said he was shocked
when Monday's report came in.
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"When 1 heard about it, I
couldn't believe it," he said.
Melinda Kays, who owns
Mel's Diner about a mile and a
half away from the factory, said
Monday's tragedy didn't compare to December's.
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"This one's not near the explosive blast as the previous one,
but same deadly result," said
Ken Hersha with the Michigan
State Police Fire Marshal Division, one of first officials to reach
the scene.

"The last time it sounded like
a sonic boom. This lime, no one
heard a thing," Ms. Kays said.

An unnamed ATF agent escorts media to the site at the Independence Professional Fireworks Co., Tuesday, Mat
explosion killed five people on Monday.

The bodies of two men and
two women were found al the
scene Monday, Burchardt said.
Company owner Robert Slayton
was found alive, but died at
Kalamazoo's Bronson Hospital
shortly after 10 p.m. Monday,
said a hospital switchboard oper-

Agents with the federal
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, which investigated the
December blast, and Michigan
State Police were combing
through debris at the factory
Monday They planned to be
back at the site today.

"Obviously, because this is a
tragedy twice in a row, we're
going to look al everything from
a public safely standpoint to
make sure nobody else gels hurl
here," said Mark 1 lady, the resident agent in charge "They
won't be operating for quite
some time, if ever at all, again."
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Associated Press Photo

The
December
explosion
killed six women and one man
and injured 13 other people.
Investigators have said they may
never fully know what caused
that blast, which occurred in a
shell assembly room where
workers packed fireworks with
black powder.

30, where anl

A man who answered the
phone Monday al Independence
refused to comment on the
explosion.

of Consumer and Industry Ser-I

The factory was never sluil

and possibh , ilalions (torn Hull

down after the December blast,

investigation would have hrrnl
issued nexl w i K i

woman for the slate Department!
vices, which licenses Fireworks1]
manufacturers She said \ lepoitl

said Maura Campbell, a spokes

Beryllium disease creates occupational safety hazards
The Associated Press
■

I

TOLEDO — Federal health
and safely regulators were ready
to put greater restrictions on a
potentially toxic melal vital to
the military until U.S. defense
officials stepped in during the
1970s and helped slop the safety
plan. The Blade reported.

The deal between government
and industry squelched an effort

to protect workers who make
beryllium, the newspaper reported Monday.
The U.S. Occupational Safety
and Health Administration was
concerned with statistics showing thai a dozen workers a year
were being diagnosed with
incurable beryllium disease, so
in 1975 it decided to strengthen
its standards regarding the
amount of beryllium dust a

worker could safely breathe.
The proposal probably would
have forced beryllium makers to
either spend millions of dollars
on new safely equipment or shut
down. Within a few years, the
safety plan died.
Former OSHA director Hula
Bingham said opposition from
President Carter's Cabinet In
1978 was instrumental in the
plan's death

Call Sara and Andy Strand at
Newman Housing
for details on hassle free living

353-9164

Since the 1940s, hundreds of
workers al weapons plants have
been exposed to the metal's dusl
and have contracted beryllium
disease. The illness, which
attacks the lungs, is sometimes
fatal.
Government officials for years

#*±£\

Apartment living NOT
what you expected?
• Summer 1999 and Pall 1999 Leasing!
• Summer leases starting at 6 weeks
• no rent payments during school breaks
• semester leases
• close to campus
• on-slte laundry facility
• $850/semester
• includes heat, electric, cable

"It was a very powerful
voice," said Bingham, now a professor of environmental health at
the University of Cincinnati.

knew about the dangers, but
allowed weapons plant employ
ees to be exposed to deadly lev
els of the melal dusl, Ihe news
paper reported after a 22-monlli
investigation.
Behind
downfall

Ihe
was

safely

plan's

deal

Struck

a

between Brush Wellman Inl

ll»'

nation's largest supplier of beryl
lium, and the Fnergv Depart-

ment, Ihe newspaper reported.
At a meeting in 1979. Brushl

promised lo continue i" supply!
Ihe departmenl with beryllium |
tin its weapons and the depart
menl promised lo increase pay
ments lo Brush, nol develop I
other beryllium sources and tryI
to persu tde I SI IA lo drop Its!
saleh plan

PAMPER YOURSELF...
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Join us in the

Our Bigs :,'^
Missy Moorman

*A Becky Boeck
Jt'
a» V

PHEASANT ROOM

if

Lauren Dean

Beth Schubert «y.>

Amy Delugach

Brandy Grimes
Laura Poeppelmeier

J

Kim Johnson

m.

Elizabeth McFarlane

Carolyn 0'Rourke

Melinda Nennlng
tK\ KJreten Owens

m

a full-service restaurant
offering a variety of menu
items and daily features

/

\

'[

Arista Lazar
Maggie Matney

Lunch Mon-Fri 11:30am-1:10pm
Dinner Mon-Thu 4:OOpm-7:OOpm
Located on 2nd floor of the Student Union

81
92.5

UPTOWN

KISS FM

DOWNTOWN

Accepting Debir Dining Select,
Student BIG Charge
Faculty/Staff h Department Charges,
MasterCard, VISA, Discover and cash
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Bentwood
Subdivision

Rentals

/tfvul *?<wt 'd *Da<t T^aity

(across from Mercer Manor)
•
•
•
•
•

Live Remote with 92.5's Randy West

THURSDAY, APRIL 1st

• DISHWASHERS
• MICROWAVES
• WASHER/DRYER HOOKUPS
•A/C
• FIRE PLACES
• FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

Prizes & Giveaways
ALL NITE!

&

*

2 BATHROOMS
2 CAR GAHAQE
4 BEDROOMS
1400 SQUARE FT
FIRE PLACES

AVAILABLE
BEGINNING
MAY 15 or
AUGUST 15!

GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717

Party with the Captain!
Captain Morgan Specials
~ All Nite ~
No Cover 21
$2 Under 21 After 11:00

mi*-

www.wcnet.orq/~gbrental
Apartment when*

GREENIRIAIt.

332 S. Main St.
(Our Only Office)
www.nBwlovBrflflltv.com

T

352-5620

224 y Wonstei
Rmvling Green. OH 4340?

.illilinii

llll

Hours.
Monday Friday 9 am -5 p tn
Saturday 9 a m I p m

111111111 p.
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College Republicans sponsor events during Conservative Week
By ANNE MOSS
The BG News
Today College Republicans
are going to give Democrats a
beating.
In conjunction with Conservative Week, Mar 29- Apr. 2, College Republicans will be sponsoring "Donkey
Demolition
Day." Students will have the
opportunity to break open donkey pifialas for candy.
During this week the College
Republicans have been celebrat-

ing Conservative Week, in hopes
of getting their voices heard.
They celebrated their right to
bear arms Monday. Additionally,
they have provided students
with free paper, envelopes and
postage to write letters home to
their families.
This week has been set aside
so that the College Republicans
can boost their membership and
prove that not all Republicans
are as uptight as some may
think.
"Not all Republicans are old

fogies in suits," Susan Waidner
freshman public relations major
said. "There are young people on
this campus that care about
republican issues."
For the remainder of the week
students are invited to join the
Campus Republicans in "a
peaceful assembly" af BW.Ts at 9
p.m. and Friday they will have
information on Ohio Republican
leaders and other Republican
organizations.
"The Campus Republicans are
showing that they can discuss

traditional views in a fun way, a
way that will attract students,"
Zach Bernardo chairman for the
College Republicans said.
The College Republicans have
set up a table inside the Union
foyer with information, membership sign up and a chance to
win a BW3's gift certificate.
"Monday we celebrated the
2nd Amendment and its importance to the Republican platform
as a right for not only civilians,
but also gun makers, by handing
out free squirt guns," Waidner

said.
Throughout the year the organization, on-campus, is involved
with helping Ohio Republican
candidates gain support. They
are direcllv linked to the Ohio
Republican parly and other colleges Republican organizations.
Although Conservative Week
may be the organization's
biggest activity of the year for
the College Republicans, they
also do a lot with getting speakers tb the University and they are
involved with the city's Lincoln

BELFAST, Northern Ireland
— Speaking at one of the few
Belfast schools where Protestants
and Catholics mix. Prime Minister Tony Blair appealed today for
Northern Ireland's rival politicians to overcome their differences and form a coalition government
The British leader's appearance alongside Irish Prime Minister Bertie Ahem at llazelwood
Integrated College preceded a
day of high-pressure negotiations nimed ,il forging by Fiiday
a new Protestant-Catholic government — the linchpin of the
nearly yeai old Good Friday
peace accord.
Blair
called
Protestant
demands for Irish Republican
Army disarmament before the
government can be formed "a
dispute thai goes to the heart of
the agreement, because it is

about
trust.
Without
trust
between the parties, this agreement isn't going to work."
Blair and Ahern, whose intervention last year helped achieve
the accord, have tried to avoid
taking sides in the argument
about the IRA's hidden weapons
stockpiles
The accord calls for the IRA to
finish disarming in cooperation
with an international commission by May 2000, but specifies
no starting point.
Blair and Ahern planned to
meet the disarmament commission's chairman, retired Canadian Gen. John de Chastelain, as
part of their compromise-building efforts.
Since forming his commission
11 months ago to supervise the
collection of illegally held armaments,
de
Chastelain
has
received only one small consignment from a pro-British paramilitary group.

The Ulster Unionists, Northern Ireland's major British
Protestant party, says the IRA
needs to deliver something concrete to de Chastelain before the
IRA-allied Sinn Fein party can
take two of the posts in the
expected 12-member government. Politicians linked with the
various outlawed pro-British
groups receive too few votes to
merit any government role.
Ulster Unionist leader David
Trimble, who would head the
government, contends the IRA's
determination to remain fully
armed shows it intends to
resume bombing and shooting —
and he notes that Britain and Ireland have freed more than 100
IRA convicts, many serving life
sentences for murder.
While the IRA has repeatedly
said it will never disarm, the
group announced late Monday
that it has pinpointed the graves

of nine people it killed and
secretly buried between 1972 to
1981. The group said it intends to
inform

the

victims'

relatives

soon.
Alongside

its disarmament

provisions, the peace accord calls
on the IRA to acknowledge its
responsibility for killing people
still officially on the "disappeared" list.
The IRA denied killing 10 others on the list. While the group
said it was "sorry that this has
taken so long and for the prolonged anguish caused to the
families," it also accused those it
killed of having been British
agents or weapons thieves, accusations ahgrilv denied bv the victims' relatives.

BO News Photo/ SCOTT FAUBER

Internationally renowned Cuban film-maker Humberto Solas
spoke yesterday to BGSU (acuity and students. Sol6s Is In
town as part of Caribbean Film Symposium.

DIXIE DRIVING RANGE

(linking About
Graduate School

19001 N. Dixie Hwy • Bowling Green, OH
(2 miles north of BGSU)

Score higher on graduate entrance exams
and increase your eligibility Tor graduate
assistant awards with
tn€ Ttffnt ttSf pf£p6TWn0H tf 0/1 0tt^W&pMS IACMft0H

GMAT TestPrep
Apr III Mm # Sanmlaw
Vnm I pm

► GRE TestPrep
Apr III Mm IS, Sr>mir/mt
9 am I pm

Ronllng Green State Univenlty,
Continuing Education. International & Summer Programs

p.m.

Makin' Films!

Prime Minister pushes for unity in Northern Ireland
The Awodaleil Press

Day celebration.
"The goal of the organization
is to present Republican issues to
students in an understandable
way," Bernardo said. "We are the
grassroots for Republican candidates that need their voice to be
heard."
If you are interested in being a
part of the College Republicans,
stop by the Union or you can
attend one of their meetings
every Tuesday in the Business
Administration Building at 9

A

Open 7 Days A
Week

Wednesday Night:

fl Jazz Night
^P

Weather Permitting

Come see local students faculty am
residents pl,i\ a variety of |ai< IttUSil
19 and over welcome

Drink Specials / Pool Tables

STRETCH

NEWIPVE
Rentals

709 Fifth Street #1,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11 &12
2 bedroom unfurnished apartment
2 full baths
Dishwashers
Private Parking
$495.00-$530.00 for a 12 month lease
plus utilities
$595.00-$630.00 for a 9 month lease
plus utilities

your hard earned cash.
Look for the BG News Coupon Clipper in Tomorrow's paper.

Don't miss out
GREENBRIAR, INC.
Now leasing for Fall & Summer '99 Time is Running Out On Columbia Courts...
224 E. Wooster

_

332 S. Main St.
(Our Only Office)

MOT!
352-5620
www.newloverealty.com

^352-0717

•A/C
• Newly remodled
with fire placet
available
• 4 or 5 person
• Starting at $775.00

...Get Them
While They Last!
FREE MEMBERSHIP AT CHERRVW000 HEALTH SW

CM* vf us for a compltie M| of IRHMM

Membership mcmrJes indoor pool, whirlpool, sauna, locker room, weight room tanning

PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co.
530 MaPle St.

419.352.9378

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Checkout our Wdbsite for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www, wenet. otg/~gbrental

T

•
•
•
•
•
•

Summer 1999 BG News Editor
Fall 1999 BG News Editor
1999-2000 Gavel Editor
1999-2000 Key Yearbook Editor
1999-2000 Miscellany Editor
1999-2000 Obsidian Editor

Application forms may be picked up at 204 West Hall.
Deadline is Friday, April 16th, 5 p.m.
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MARIJUANA
Continued from page one.

incarceration or a significant
fine.
If an offender is caught growing or selling marijuana, he may
face a long jail term. Ten states
have maximum sentences of five
years or less and 11 states have a
maximum penalty of 30 years or
more.
In comparison with other
state laws, however, Ohio's law
regarding marijuana is considered one of the more lenient.
"Ohio has one of the best
laws," Allen St. Pierre, executive
director of the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) said.
Twenty-eight years ago, possession of marijuana was a
felony, according to Bowling

Know and Exerpise Your Rights
1'iv/Kiml hv the SaiMjul Oi^aAiiion lot Helium oj Marijuana £ai%'.«

1.
2.
3.
4.
5

Don't leave contraband in plain view
Don't put anything fnctimlnatinaw the trash
Never consent tp a search.
/
Don't answer question^ wrihouf your attorney present.
A person may terminate an encounter with officers
unless the person is being detcHoecl under police
custody or has been arrj&gted.
6. Don't be hostile; donJt physically resist a police
officer.
~
Green Police Chief Tom Votava.
But at some point in the mid-seventies, simple possession was
downgraded to a minor misdemeanor, which is parallel to
underage drinking or vandalism.
Votava is quick to note that
Ohio's law does not mean the

police don't take marijuana seriously. "In Bowling Green, if
you're in possession of marijuana, you're going to be cited."
The punishment depends on
the amount of marijuana that a
person possesses.
"Anything under 100 grams is
a misdemeanor," said Sgt. Mark

MINESContinued from page one.

get the child some food, but later
found that she had been chased
off by the local merchants.
"The hotel owners didn't
want the victims around, bothering the tourists and making
them sad," Ung said. "I realized
that the little girl was me a few
years earlier, when I was eating
out of a garbage can."
Ung said that another constraint to removing landmines is
the cost.
"It takes one dollar to put a
landmine in the ground," Ung
said. "It costs $500 to $1,000 to
take one out."
The most common landmine
removal techniques today are
extremely tedious. One person
covers a section of land inch-byinch with a metal detector.
When something is found,
another person, using a glass
shield, slowly digs in the area
with a bayonet or knife, finds the
mine, and disarms it. Only one
percent of the metal detector's
"beeps" are actually mines.
Ung said that though the
United States has been active in
de-mining efforts, it has not

signed a treaty that would ban ronmental policy and analysis
the production and use of landmajor.
mines world-wide.
The treaty has been signed by
McCarthy plans a letter-writ133 countries.
ing and telephoning campaign to
Ung said the Pentagon has
stood in the way.
state and federal government.
"The Pentagon is incapable of
Junior John Price, environsigning off landmines," Ung
said. "Their job is to think about mental science and Spanish, as
winning wars at all costs."
well as junior Anna Monhollen,
Ung also noted that landmines separate 37,000 U.S. environmental policy, were on
troops and their families stahand to represent the campus
tioned in South Korea from their
North Korean adversaries.
organization
Environmental
Ung came to BGSU in an
Action Group. EAG posted fliers
effort to make people more
aware of the issue, in hope that it for the event.
would become a major topic of
"It made me aware of an issue
the year 2000 presidential election.
that most Americans aren't
The presentation inspired sevaware of," Price said. "It was
eral of the students in attendance.
inspirational."
Sophomore Megan McCarthy
"I also thought it was enlightwill use the landmine issue to
help launch a campus group ening," Monhollen said. "It
called Students for Political
made me angry about the U.S.
Activism.
"It's just one of the many non-involvement, gave me the
injustices going on in the world
urge to want to do something
right now that we hope that we
can take care of," said the envi- about it."

Apply at:

BARNEYS
and recieve a "FREE" $5.00 Citgo Cash Card
(Valid to 4-15-99 "ONLY 1 CARD "PER APPLICANT"**)

Spring / Summer Help
All shifts - flexible hours - tuition reimbursement and medical benefits.
Stop in at any of our BG locations:
1602 E. Wooster
or
103 Anthony Wayne Trail (Waterville)
26520 N. Dixie Hwy. (Perrysburg)

992 S. Main

jj 2

BGSU Dining Services presents the

UNlVfRSlty
DINING
SfPVICIS

Community Easter Buffet

Sunday, April 4, 1999 11:00am until 2:00pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom - Student Union
Menu
Slow Roasted Prime Rib w/ Au Jus
Hand-Carved Country Smoked Ham
Chicken Breast Chablis
Pasta Primavera
Vegetables, Gourmet Salads
Dessert Bar & Beverage

adults- $10.95 plus fax
BGSU students - $9.95 w/ BGSU student ID
children 3-10 years - $5.95 plus tax
children under 3 years - FREE
Golden Buckeye Card Patrons - $9.95

address the problem," said USG
president Kevin Hussey, in an
attempt to help the resolution
pass.
Other resolutions passed at
the General Assembly meeting
instructed the President of USG
to seek out a person to make a
presentation to USG regarding
sexually transmitted diseases,
initiate a mentorship program
for newly elected USG representatives and rebuild the USG
Finance Committee.
The reform of the Finance
Committee was introduced in
order to solve problems that

have haunted the Finance Coml
mittee lately, including nonl
attendance of necessary meet!
ings by its members and ar
inability to pass important fund!
ing requests to the GeneraJ
Assembly.
Some
funding
requestsl
including one passed Monday
night to give $200 to studentJ
making a film in the University!
have been passed by USG, bul
others have been stuck in the;
Finance Committee. Committee
chair Brian Shuler admitted ih.it]
some funding requests have sim-]
ply been lost.

of the Saddlemire Student Ser-

Floor seats will cost $20, second

day, Apr 5 in a special opening

vices building. After Monday,
tickets will be available in the

tier seats will cost $17, and uppej
level seats will cost $14. Ticket"]

sale on the second floor lounge

UAO office, 330 Student Union,

are bursarable.

soning that frequently, students
have not earned a grade in a
course before the deadline.
USG also passed a resolution
urging the University to allow
students to access lots that are
closed during major events, such
as athletic games. ,
Also passed was a resolution
to create an Ad Hoc Alcohol and
Drug Committee to investigate
and report on the abuse of alcohol by BGSU students.
"Even if we can't solve the
problem, I think that we should

UAO
Continued from page one.

Tickets will go on sale Mon-

NAME
Continued from page one.
reason.
"Legally my last name is just
'Shaw,' she said. "Professionally,
I use the hyphenated name. In
the Softball world, I'm known as
Leigh Ross, and I wanted to keep
the connections I had with that
name after I got married."
Two University women polled
said they wanted to keep their

last names as they are.
"I don't want to change my
name at all," said Diana Zimmerman, a senior telecommunications major.
Zimmerman, however, did
not support the idea of husbands
taking their wife's name.
"I don't think that's fair either.
It's still inequality," she said.
Michelle Jones, a sophomore
creative writing major, said she

would keep her last name if she I
ever gets married, but she thinks I
both partners hyphenating their I
names is more fair.
Waltenberger said he thinks |
there are going to be some big
changes with naming practices |
in the future.
"It seems like already more I
and more women are deciding to |
keep their names," he said.

preferably a sophmore/junior student with
good technical knowledge, including Apple
and 3rd party apps, a self-starter, campus-sawy,
completely dedicated to learning everything
there is to Jtnow about Apple products.

technical support and training, and
organization of campus events, specifically:
1. Uncover and develop revenue opportunities on campus and
actively partner with the Apple account team on planning.
2. Use every appropriate means available to raise Apple awareness
on campus among students, faculty, and staff.
3. Maintain customer database and assist said customers with
software updates and deployment, and other technical
assistance when possible.
4. Oversee all seed equipment on campus.
5. Schedule necessary equipment and facilities for presentations,
training, and Fall/Spring Apple events, among others.
6. Physically set up and break down said equipment and facilities.
7. Cooridinate all campus advertising in regards to related activities.
8. Coordinate other needed resources on campus, when necessary.
9. Manage and distribute special mailings, when necessary.

V I/

For reservations call: University Catering at 372-6951
Monday - Friday 9am-5pm

I

Continued from page one.

user is given the same penalty »S
one who possesses small
amounts of heroin and cocaine.
Marijuana smokers, if convict-1
ed of felony drug charges, can
also lose any cash aid in the form
of welfare, such as food stamps.
While marijuana remains illegal, many believe that marijuana j
prohibition is a failure.
The United States Department I
of Health and Human Services
states that nearly 70 million
Americans have smoked marijuana at some time in their lives
— 18 million of which have ]
smoked in the past year.
"Marijuana remains the third
most popular recreational drug
of choice in the United States
despite 60 years of criminal prohibition," according to NORML.

Job Description:

872-3484/352-8431

Price

usa

growing it in the window,"
McDonough said. Such a sight is
evidence "in plain view" and can
result in punishment. Another
way cultivation is discovered is
through word-of-mouth.
"If someone tells us about it,
we'll investigate a/id try to find
out where the person lives. We'd
see if they consent to a search,"
McDonough said. If not, further
investigation would have to follow.
But while Ohio's law regarding marijuana is less strict than
other states, federal law carries
much harsher penalties than any
of the state laws.
If caught with one marijuana
cigarette or less, the user can be
fined up to $10,000 and receive
one year in prison. A marijuana

Job Candidate:
Apple Evangelist

CONVENIENCE MART

1091 N. Main

McDonough of the Bowling
Green Police Department. One
hundred grams is about three
and one third ounces. If the
amount is over 100 grams, the
crime is a felony.
If convicted of a misdemeanor, no jail time is served,
but fines" up to $100 may be
charged (not including court
costs). For a felony, the punishment includes jail time.
If a person is caught selling
marijuana, he or she would be
charged with drug trafficking
and be confined in jail with a
bond set for release.
Laws concerning cultivating
marijuana are a little more difficult to enforce because the cultivation is usually done in private.
"Sometimes we'll see people

Please Contact Sheri Schultz
via e-mail: schultz@apple.com

Sports /$

Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG News
372-2602

Falcons smear Defiance, 15-3
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News

Classless
athletes not
bad idea
Let's just take the 'student'
out of 'student athlete'.
Last week The University of
Minnesota basketball program
was busted for letting a woman
write papers for students.
Esteemed Minnesota Governor
Jesse "The Body/Mind" Ventura
proposed a solution. He said
that college athletes should just
be athletes. They should forget
that school crap: their business is
playing sports, not taking classes. Athletes shouldn't have to
worry about petty little things
like classes. Not when there is a
big game right around the corner. All that brain food can confuse an athlete to the point
where they may not be on top of
their game when crunch time
rolls around.
Ventura, a political neophyte
and former boa wearing pro
wrestler, figures that if a collegiate athlete can't hack it in the
big leagues after four years, then
let them go to class. After they
fail to make it to the NBA or
NFL, let them be normal, but
until thai point, treat them like
godsends.
Can't you just hear the greedy
administrators?
"Don't wanna go to class
young fella? Term Papers interfering with your ball playin'?
Well, you just concentrate on
making us money and don't
worry about all those classes."
At first glance the idea looks
as idiotic as, well, the people of
Minnesota electing a feather boa
wearing pro wrestler as governor. Initially the idea of an athlete representing a university
without actually having anything to do with the school
makes little sense and erases
every bit of credibility that the
NCAA has.
However, a second look will
say that maybe Ventura might
not be as crazy as he sounds.
. So he says that athletes would
not have to go to class. Some
would say that wouldn't change
(he system much from the way it
is now. According to that, the
only difference would be that
grades would not get in the way.
Papers would not be plagiarized
and academic scandals would be
nonexistent.
If athletes did not have to go
to class, that would free up hundreds of spots in every major
university for academic students
fc'ho would not be accepted otherwise. So instead of disinterested athletes looking to make it in
die dream world of professional
sports taking up space, their
Spots could be filled with students aiming to get jobs in the
real world.
■ However, even if the proposed classless athletic society
Went through, it would need to
be strictly enforced. The NCAA
would have to specify which
athletes are eligible to participate. Let's face it, a college football player devotes more time to
his sport than a golfer or tennis
player. Only high revenue sports
like football and basketball
should be able to have full time
athletes.
Overall, it is an idea that
would have to be meticulously
thought out and handled with
great caution. However, it could
work. Even if it was thought up
by a boa wearing politician.
Dan Nied is a sports writer
for the BG News. Comments or
suggestions can be sent to
dnied@bgnct.bgsu.edu

Defiance coach Craig Rutter
said yesterday's game against
BG was an opportunity for the
Falcons to have some batting
practice and chance to improve
their confidence.
That's exactly what happened
as the Falcons unloaded on the
Division III school 15-3 at the
Steller Field opener. The win
relieved frustration from the
five-game BG losing streak that
started Mar. 13 with a 7-2 loss
to Rutgers.
"That was our overall best
performance of the year," BG
coach Danny Schmitz said.
"There's no doubt about it, that
was a shot in the arm."
BG (7-9) carried a 6-2 lead into
the bottom of the fifth inning
when the team exploded for
seven runs. The first five Falcon
batters hit safely and the first six
reached base.
Alan Gilhousen opened the
flood gates on the first pitch of
the inning with a triple. He
walked in his second at-bat that
inning.

Freshmen Nick Elrod and Len
Elias each doubled and scored a
run, while junior Kelly Burdine
scored two RBI highlighting the
inning on a single to give his
team a 10-2 lead.
Elrod and Elias each homered
for BG earlier in the game, helping the Falcons jump out to a 5-0
lead after two innings.
"I was impressed with the
way our starting outfielders
swung the bat," Schmitz said.
"Especially Lenny Elias, I
thought he had a real nice ball
game and Nick Elrod had a nice
ball game too."
Defiance pitchers Mike Gibson and Walker Graher faced a
total of 13 hitters in the inning.
BG pitcher Chris Vaught (2-1)
pitched three innings giving up
Ihree runs on four hits for the
win, Vaught relieved starting
pitcher Jason Kelley in the fifth,
but needed an inning to relax.
"It was the first time being out
on that mound (this year]," he
said. "I'm always a little nervous
pitching and it always takes me a
few pitches to get into the
groove."
Vaught gave up two runs in

the fifth, but avoided allowing a
lot more when Jay Extine
grounded out stranding three
runners.
Kelley was perfect for three
and 2/3 innings before allowing
a single (see related story). He
did not pick up the win because
Schmitz wanted Vaught to pitch
at least four innings.
The Falcons will face Wright
State tomorrow in Dayton at 3
p.m. Tony Fontana, who is 1-1
with a 1.99 ERA, will start having appeared in 22.2 innings this
year.
Schmitz expects a similar type
of pitching rotation against the
Raiders with Fontana and Joe
Cheney (2-1, 5.63) each throwing
four to five innings.
The team is still under .500
and Schmitz knows with the
Mid-American Conference opener Saturday at Eastern Michigan
a few days away, non-conference
games are important to build
confidence.
"We don't want to think we're
back on track," he said. "We've
got to come back and prepare the
same way tomorrow. I thought
the boys were very focused
[today], which is good."

BG News Photo/MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Falcon freshman Len Elias watches his home-run yesterday
against Defiance.

Kelley pitches near perfect game for BG
By MATT STEINER
The BG News
Bowling Green co-captain
Jason Kelley started the game
Tuesday against the Defiance
Yellow Jackets.
He faced only 13 hitters in
four innings of work. Despite a
near perfect performance, Kelley
did not get the win.
Falcon coach Danny Schmitz
knew going in that Kelley would
only pitch the first four innings,
one and two thirds short of
becoming the pitcher of record.
Even though the BG senior fell

into a groove, the coach did not
change his plan.
"Jason Kelley came out and
probably had his best stuff of the
year," Schmitz said. "He's got to
pilch Saturday. He's going to
pitch the first game against Eastern Michigan so we felt four
innings was a good tune up for
him to get ready."
As soon as the national
anthem was sung, Kelley began
an onslaught of strikeouts. Defiance catcher Cameron Coutcher
led off the ballgame and the BG
right-hander promptly sent him
to the bench striking him out

swinging.
After the next batter flew out
to center field, Kelley showed the
command he had all day by
throwing one past shortstop Jay
Extine, retiring (he side and
recording his second strikeout of
the inning.
The BG senior has two pitches
in his repertoire. Both pitches
boggled the Jackets' hitters all
day. Before Kelley handed the
ball over to Chris Vaught, he
compiled eight strikeouts, gave
up only one hit and walked no
one.
"I felt pretty good today," Kel-

CONGRATS UCONN!

ley said. "The fastball was feeling pretty good. The slider was
working. I had a lot of confidence and I was throwing
strikes."
In the top of the fourth, Kelley found himself one out away
from finishing his four perfect
innings. Extine stepped up to the
plate for his second at bat. With
the count at one ball and one
strike, the Defiance shortstop
singled to right field.
BG News Photo/MIKE LEHMKUHLE
However, Kelley settled right
back in catching rightfielder Falcon pitcher Jason Kelley
Adam Baumgartner swinging at delivers a pitch yesterday.
a 2-2 pitch.

Men's track set for first
outdoor home meet
By PETE STELLA
The BG News
After a successful showing at
the Raleigh Relays last weekend,
the BG men's track team looks
ahead lo the Northwest Ohio
Invitational meet at Whittaker
Track (by the football field) Friday and Saturday. Findlay is
hosting the meet but U will be on
BG's track.
"I am really proud of the way
our guys participated last weekend at Raleigh despite the bad
weather we had," coach Sterling
Martin said. "Our javelin, hammer, and discuss throwers did
really well for us."
At Raleigh, the Falcons had a
good meet with senior Doug
Heitkamp winning the high
jump with a jump of 6-10 3/4.
Heitkamp took fourth this year
at the Mid-American Conference
indoor track championships.
"Doug Heitkamp continued
his success from the indoor season and went over and won a
pretty impressive field at the
high jump," Martin said. "On
the track, I feel the 10,000 meter
guys ran really well despite the
low 30's tempurature and rainy
weather."

The April I cover of Sports Illustrated praises UCONN for their impressive upset over
Duke Monday night.
>
*>
S

"We got a lot of help from a
lot of different guys," Martin
said. "I thought tbfc mile relay,

7 am really proud
of the way our guys
participated last
weekend at Raleigh
despite the bad
weather we had.
Our javelin, hammer
and discuss
throwers did really
well for us."
Sterling Martin
Men') Track coach
the 5,000 meter and the steeplechase all ran great races."
This weekend, the men compete in the Northwest Ohio Invitational and face some tough
MAC and national competition.
"This weekend should be a
pretty good meet for us," Martin
said. "Akron, Central Michigan,
Kent and Toledo are all good
teams and will give us a run for
the money. There will be a lot of
competition in the big events
and if our guys run and throw
like they did last weekend, we
should do pretty well."
After this weekend, BG doesn't get much of a break before
they head to Knoxville, Tennessee for a four day stand at the
Sea Ray Relays.
\
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Falcons take fourth I N° h^s Doherty
The Associated Press
By MATTHEW P. LYONS
The BG News
KALAMAZOO, Mich — Even though they did not come in first,
the BGSU gymnastics team made a strong statement Saturday at
the Mid-American Conference Championships hosted by Western
Michigan University. The Falcons are still a force in the MAC.
Central Michigan University won its second title in as many
years. Ball State and Kent rounded out the top three in the conference. BG showed improvement by placing fourth out of seven
teams at the event. This broke a five year streak of finishing last in
the conference. The rest of the order included Western Michigan,
Eastern Michigan and Northern Illinois.
The Falcons fourth place finish capped off an impressive regular season. The Falcons finished above the .500 mark for the first
time in seven years. The only loss on the 5-1 record was a school
record-setting meet at Central Michigan. The Falcons also reset the
school team record eight times this season. Along with the record
scores, high attendance marks were also set all season long.
Falcons Coach, Dan Connelly, believed his team did well.
"We did a nice job. We only had to count one fall and did well
on bars and floor," Connelly said.
BG began the meet with a strong showing from Marny
Oestreng, and Leslie Malucci on uneven bars. After a rest, the Falcons went to balance beam. A few trouble spots put the championship out of reach. However Emily Gray and Marny Oestreng
had solid routines. Cristin McClellan and Marny Oestreng helped
bG's cause on floor with excellent scores. Mindy Untch and Mamy
OesiTeng's marks on vault helped the Falcons round out the day
with a 192.9.
"'. was real happy with the teams performance at MAC'S, I
thought we did a good job," Kelly Verhoff said.
Despite a fourth place finish, BG had ample representation in
the lime light. At the MAC awards banquet the previous night,
Marny Oestreng added to her awards for the season. Oestreng was
recognized for her four Athlete of the Week awards throughout the
I reason. She also captured the Mid-American Conference Fresh,-.ian and Gymnast of the Year awards.
Th8 next day Oestreng continued gathering the awards. She is
, ihe first BG gymnast to capture an individual event title since 1995
-vhen current team co-captian Jackie Haft won the vault. Oestreng
.von the vault, uneven bars, balance beam and the all-around competition. She tied for second on the floor exercise as well. Jamie
Kc.V 'i-?d for fifth on the uneven bars for the Falcons. Falcon Coach
Dan Connelly captured his second Mid-American Conference
^oach of the Year award in three years.
With the strong showing this past weekend, the Falcons are on
the way back to the top of the MAC. Freshman Marny Oestreng
will be the lone representative for the Falcons at the NCAA regional at Louisiana State University on Apr. 10.

Advertise in
The
BG News
Weekdays at
5:30. 10:30, and 7:30am
on cable channel 24
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See what's happening in me
campus ana surrounding
(emmjnity on Bowling Green's
omy live television news sourcel
Questions/Story Ideas 372 2997
WVW "wy T ▼ ▼ T.T.T."'

John Newlove
Real Estate
319 E. WoosterSt.
Across from Taco Bell
,(419)-354-2260

NO PETS ALLOWED!
TENANTS PAY UTILITIES!
110 EIGHTH ST.
New Construction! 3 BR, 2
bath. Limit 3 people. $900.00
per mo., deposit $900.00.
Lease Aug. 22, 1999 to Aug.
12, 2000.

259 S, PROSPECT
Down. 2 BR - Limit 2 Grad.
Students Only $439.00 per
mo., plus utilities. Deposit
$439.00. Lease May 16,
1999 to May, 6 2000.

530 E, MERRY ST.
3 BR. Limit 4 people.
$670.00 per mo., deposit
$670.00. Lease from
Aug. 22, 1999 to Aug. 22,
2000 Noon.

HOUSES
AVAILABLE

1999-2000
MANY APARTMENT LOCATIONS AVAILABLE. STOP
IN THE RENTAL OFFICE
FOR A COMPLETE LISTIMG. WF. CAN HELP YOU!

SOUTH BEND, Ind. — Matt
Doherty was hired Tuesday as
basketball coach at Notre Dame
with hopes the long-time Kansas
assistant can return a lackluster
program to national prominence.
"It's a very proud moment in
my life. Everything that Notre
Dame stands for represents how
I try to live my life," Doherty
said.
"Growing up Irish Catholic in
New York, you couldn't help follow Notre Dame, football and
basketball."
Terms of Doherty's five-year
contract were not disclosed. He
replaces John MacLeod, who
resigned under pressure March
9.
Doherty, 37, passed up a
chance to play at Notre Dame
after he was lured to North Carolina by then-Tar Heels assistant
Roy Williams. He went on to
play on the 1982 national championship team with Michael Jordan and James Worthy before he
graduated in 1984.
He was drafted by the Cleveland Cavaliers but never played
in the NBA, instead working as a

government bond salesmen in
New York City and later as a
part-time analyst on the Davidson College basketball radio network.
He then joined the Davidson
coaching staff for three years
before hooking up with Williams
again, this time as an assistant at
Kansas in 1993. Since he joined
the staff, the Jayhawks have won
five conference championships,
appeared in the NCAA tournament six times and went to the
NCAA tournament Final Four in
1993.
"He has a passion about Notre
Dame that really gave us the
level of confidence that he would
not only kick-start the program
now but be our coach for a long
time," athletic director Mike
Wadsworth said.
Doherty has already hired one
assistant, Doug Wojcik, who has
been an assistant for nine years
at Navy, where he played.
Doherty inherits a program
that finished 14-16 last season
and has had only three winning
seasons since MacLeod took over
for the 1991-92 season. Notre
Dame's last trip to the NCAA
tournament was 1990.

Associated Press Photo
Former Kansas assistant coach Matt Doherty speaks at a press
conference after being named Notre Dame's new head bas- ,|
ketball coach.

Indians lose to Braves, Perez 3-2
The Associated Press
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. Rookie Odalis Perez showed
why he won a spot in Atlanta's
starting rotation, pitching five
shutout innings Tuesday in the
Braves' 3-2 win over the Cleveland Indians.
Perez allowed one hit —
Orlando Miller's second-inning
single — and struck out six. The
20-year-old left-hander was
picked as the Braves' No. 5
starter on Monday when the club
optioned rookie Bruce Chen to

Ihe minors.
Eddie Perez and Bret Boone
hit solo homers off loser Bartolo
Colon as Ihe Braves improved to
3-1 against Cleveland this
spring. ■
After pitching in both DoubleA and Triple-A, Odalis Perez
made 10 relief appearances in the
regular season and three more in
postseason for the Braves last
season.
But because of his live arm —
he has 24 strikeouts in 19 innings
— the Braves chose Perez over
Chen to follow Greg Maddux,

Tom Glavine, John Smoltz and
Kevin Milwood in their rotation
"They keep coming up with
pitchers don't they?" Cleveland
manager Mike Hargrove said.
"We seem to come up with position players They seem to come
up with pitchers."
Colon, who has had an inconsistent camp, gave up three runs
and six hits in six innings and
dropped to 1-3. He entered the
game with a 8.47 ERA.
"He's still leaving the ball up
a little bit," Hargrove said
"When he kept Ihe ball down, he

was golden."
The Indians scored their runs'j
in the sixth off reliever Mike
Remlinger on RBI singles by
Robbie Alomar and Jim Thome.
Notes: Indians owner Richard
|acobs sat behind home plate
during the game with Cleveland
CM John Hart. ... After being
selected as the Indians' starter
for opening day next week in
Anaheim, Jaret Wright said he
wasn't sure if his father, Clyde a
10-year major league pitcher, had
ever started on opening day "He
couldn't remember,'' Jaret said.

Former Oriole Cal Ripkin Sr. laid to rest
ABERDEEN, Md. — Cal Ripken Sr. was remembered as a loving father and a dedicated
teacher Tuesday, in a tearful
funeral service that broke
sharply with the stoic public

image of the baseball family.
Both future Hall of Famer Cal
Ripken Jr. and his brother Bill
wept openly as they eulogized
their father, who died Thursday
ot lung cancer at age 63. Both

ON SITE RECRUITER
FRIDAY APRIL 2,1999
From 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Call (419)354-0803 tor interviews or stop by the
store. Located in the Soulhwood Plaza
838 Main St. Bowling Green.
We are also recruiting Managers for other Ohio and Indiana
store. Interested? Send resumes to Shastar, Inc.
P.O. Box 1108 »59
Gettysburg, OH 45328
BINT A OWN
The Caring Company Our employees are very ||M||»
special people working for a value based firm. _
Smoke-Frea Environment EEO/Committed IP a Diverse Work
rf"

emotional family," said Cal Jr., as
he wiped aside his own tears.
"Maybe we've changed that
today. We did not have a lot of
exchanges — a handshake, a
look. We did say T love you."

We're almost full!!!

JOIN OUR TEAM! ^T
We currently have openings lor:
~^
• Full & Part-Time Sales Associates
• Full & Part-Time Delivery Driver and Delivery Assistants.
• For tnese positions we offer: Medical Benefits, Progressive
Pay for Experience, Bonus Program, Paid Vacation &
Holidays, Employee Discounts & 401 (k).

played for Cal Sr. during his
years as a coach and when he
managed Ihe Baltimore Orioles
in 1987 and part of the 1988 season.
"People say we were not an

You've gotta get an apartment
before it's too late!
Check out these great apartments for next year...
Charlestown Apartments - 710 Scott Hamilton A & H and 730 Scott Hamilton A,B,C,D & G
Spacious two bedroom units with patio/balcony, central air, garbage disposals,
full baths, private parking onsile laundry, and lots of storage. Landlord pays
hot & coldwater, sewer &waste disposal.
$525/mo. unfurn., $575/mo. furn.
Ashdon Apartments - 850 Scott Hamilton #2
Our last gianl fully furnished, two bedroom unil...lotally remodeled, new carpet, linoleum,
blinds &freshpatntl Lots ofstorage both in andoutside the apartment...great for 4 people.
$600/mo. t electric

Time is running ouf!I! Call or slop by our office today!
Mid Am Management • 641 Third 9t. #4 BO • 352-4380

*C2S.

Sum/net Help Wanted!
£$SU Pining Zetvicei b ueiinf £$?U$u/tnts
cutc(atea -Hujk School£>tuAent> to wotk during the

GREENBRIAR, INC.

iummet 1999.

—EAST MERRY AVENUEAPARTMENTS
516 and 522 E. Merry Avenue - CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedroom, 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers
and garbage disposals.

—FIELD MANOR—
APARMENTS

BGSU Dining Services is seeking BGSU students and area high school
students* ro work this summer.

519 Leroy Avenue, 542 and 560 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS 2 bedrooms, 2baths, furnished. Units have
dishwashers and garbage disposals.

—FRAZEE AVENUEAPARTMENTS
818 Thurstin, 624, 670 and 656 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished. Units have
dishwashers and garbage disposals.

3 man rate still available
$675/mo.+ Electric (4 person rate)
$600/mo + Electric (3 person rate)
website www.wcnet.org/~gbrental
•iOnly applies to units with parental guarantees

Employment is available beginning May 10, 1999

G S

U

r«i3
UNIVERSITY

DINING
SERVICES

To apply, pick up an application at any of the following locations:
• Commons Dining Center
• Harshman Galley
• Founders Keepers Food Court
• Krcischer Sundial Food Court
(FREE sunglasses to the first 250
• McDonald Dining Center
Students hired and scheduled)
• University Student Union
• Career Services (315 Saddlemire Student Services Bldg)
■ Dining Services Central Office - 200 Centrex Bldg
'High school studenrs must be at least 14 years of age. A work permit
is not required for summer employment.

■*>■

Wednesday, March 31, 1999

SPOgJj !ne
complin) from wire sources

FOOTBALL

Rob Murphy suspended due to poor grades
COLUMBUS — Ohio Stale
began spring practice on Tuesday without two-.time Ail-American left guard Rob Murphy, who
has been suspended from the
team because of poor grades.
"Rob Murphy will not be
practicing this spring because of
academics," coach John Cooper
said. "He has been suspended
from this team until he gets that
part in better shape."
Junior kicker Dan Stultz also
will miss spring drills. He had
lower back surgery in February
to repair a herniated disk that
bothered him last season. He is
expected back in the fall.
Murphy was a last-minute
qualifier in summer school last
year, along with linebacker Andy
Katzenmoyer and strong safety
Damon Moore.
"I am not going through
another summer like we went
through last summer, so he better get with it or he will not play
for us," Cooper said.

■
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Elway to make crucial decision soon
The Associated Press
DENVER — John Elway will
retire from football financially
secure
and
professionally
revered.
It's just a matter of when.
"I don't think John is any
more comfortable with retirement than most players," said
Denver Broncos owner Pat
Bowlen, still awaiting word on
Elway's future. "It's a difficult
decision."
As he demonstrated during
his MVP performance in Denver's second straight Super Bowl
victory, Elway still has life left in
his 38-year-old body.
The Broncos are hoping he
returns for a 17th season, but are
not setting a- deadline as they
prepare to start offseason conditioning April 7.
"I don't think we're putting
any pressure on him to make up
his mind at any particular point
in time," Bowlen said. "Whenever that is, that's fine with us. I
don't know where he's headed."
Elway's
agent,
Marvin
Demoff, said he doesn't expect
Elway to keep the Broncos waiting much longer.
"The only thing I know is that
he'd like to make a decision early
enough so that his training
would be appropriate,"^ Demofl

CAMPUS EVENTS
*AMA*AMA-AMA'AUAa
American Markerng Association
ELECTIONS
Wednesday. March 31
9 lSpmBAl17
■AMA-AMA-AMA-AMA-
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said Monday. "If I had to guess,
we're looking between the 15th
of April and the 15th of May, but
that is pure speculation."
When Elway announced his
decision to return last June, he
said he was 99.9 percent certain
1998 would be his last year.
Pressed, Elway amended it to
100 percent.
But now that he's won another Super Bowl, the question has
surfaced again. Jay Leno unsuccessfully tried to get Elway to tip
his hand last month, and radio
talk show hosts and newspaper
columnists offer arguments for
and against retirement.
The debate always returns to
one thing — the lure of becoming
the first quarterback in NFL history to win three straight Super
Bowls.
"If we were to win three in a
row and he were the quarterback, it definitely establishes a
new level," Bowlen said. "If
you're the only quarterback in
history to win three Super Bowls
in a row, I think that sets you
apart from the rest of the pack."
Last year, Elway received
input from a variety of sources,
including his father, Jack, Hall of
Fame catcher Johnny Bench and
former Buffalo quarterback Jim
Kelly.

Beyond BG Senior Celebration
Invites you to come see the Nissan
300 ZX Twin Turbo by Eppler. Tickets
will be sold from 10:00-4:00.
Time is running out so get your
tickets soon.
The celebration is April 22nd I
The Nissan 300 ZX TWIN TURBO
CJO
Wed. March 31
Jim Neluca, DEA
BA 103® 8:00pm
Come visit the "Garden ol Health" at the 1999
BGSU Health Fair on Wednesday. April 7 from
10-4 in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. There will
be freebtes, interactive displays, tree
cholesterol tesong and morel For more information contact the Wellness Connection at
372-9355

rtw BG New- iTMtvrt ihr neht hi Jnlm
Vt rtvi-c Jfiy MMHI ■d " ISOS* lour-J ID he
J*l.mkit..fy. IjUmc in MMl KIM. iivi>l«jUinf i<* UMm njiurr All .tJtcrtixmrnu jit >ut>|ci.i K1 oJiinii' jnj

Omicron Delta Kappa is now accepting applications. This nationally known honor society is
wanting active atudents to contnbuie to the
cause. Applications can be picked up m 405
Saddlemire Bkfg. They are due April 1st by
5;00pm.
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Midwest Division
Utah
Houston
San Antonio
Minnesota
Dallas
Denver
Vancouver
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14
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Pacific Division
Wednesday's Games
Houston vs. \xn Angeles .it Veto Beach, Fla.. 12:35 p.m.
Ijmpa b\n vs. Ck'M'LitKl .it Winter Haven. Fla., 1:05 p.m
New York Yankees vv Toronto at Duncdin. Fla., 1 05 p.m
Minnesota vs. Texas at Port Charlotte, Fla. 105 p.m.
New York Mets vs Kansas City at Haincs City, Fla , 1:05 p.m.
Atlanta vs. Detroit at Uketand. Fla . 10* p m
Boston vs Pittsburgh at Bradenlon. Fla., 105 p.m.
St Louis VS. Montreal at luptter, Fla., 1.05 p.m.
Cincinnati vs Philadelphia at Clearwater, Fla . 1.05 p.m.
Oakland vs Anaheim at Tempo. An/ , 205 p.m.
San Francisco vs. Chicago White Sox at Tucson, An/.. 3 05 p.m
Milwaukee vs. Seattle at Peona. An/., 305 p.m.
San Diego vs Chicago Cubs at Mesa. Art/., 3 05 p.m.
Arizona vs. Colorado at Tucson, An/ 305 p.m.
Baltimore vs Florida at View, Fla., 605 p.m
Thursday's Games
Cincinnati v> Texas at Port Charlotte, Fla, 1205 p m
Detroit vs Kansas Cilv at Haines City. Fla. 1 05 p.m.
Tampa Bay vs. Toronto at Duncdin, Fla . 105 p.m.

CITY EVENTS

Portland
L.A. Lakers
Seattle
Phoenix
Sacramento
Golden State
L.A. Clippers

Wednesday's Games
Orlando at Washington, 7 pm.
Detroit at Boston, 7 p.m.
Milwaukee at Charlotte, 730 p.m.
Golden State at Phoenix, 9 p.m.
Sacramento at Portland, 10 p.m.
Thursday's Games
Indiana at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Chicago at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.
Cleveland at New York, 7:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at Miami, 7:30 p.m.

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant??
FREE pregnancy lests.
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

SBX'SBX-SBX
Personalized
Graduation Announcements
Available within 48 hours
Minimum purchase-15 orders

353-7732
SBX'S8X * SBX

Join the BG News

—
4
8
10
11
11
20

Slop Crime Now.
From pepper-spray lo door alarms and much
more. For free catalog wrile:
Stop Crime Now
360 Colony Lane (41
Bowling Green. OH 43402

PERSONALS

92.5KIHFM
Uptown Downtown
April FOOTS Day Party
Live Remote witti 92 5s
Randy Wett
Thursday, April 1st
Prizes & Giveaways
ALL NITEI
Party with The Captaini
Captain Morgan Specials-All Nile

Don't just read everything you believe
Opinions, Editorials, Letters. Every weekday, Page two in The BG Newt.

NoCover21
*2 Under 21 After 11 00

y

FOR FACULTY and STAFF at BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
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HELPING YOU BUILD A
SECURE FINANCIAL FUTURE
IS AN IMPORTANT JOB.
FORTUNATELY, TIAA-CREF
HAS THE PERFECT RESUME.
With 80 years of leadership experience in our field,
TIAA-CREF is eminently qualified to help you build a
comfortable, worry-free retirement.
Our references are equally impeccable — today, two million of the
best minds in America trust us with their retirement plans, turn to
us for mutual funds and their insurance needs.
Allow us to review our qualifications.
Superior strength
With $200 billion in assets, TIAA-CREF is the world's largest retirement organization—and among the most solid. TIAA is one of only
a handful of companies to have earned top ratings for financial
strength, and CREF is one of Wall Street's largest investors.'
Solid, long-term performance
We seek out long-term opportunities that other companies, in pursuit
of quick gains, often miss. Though past performance can't guarantee
future results, this patient philosophy has proven extremely
rewarding.
Surprisingly low expenses
TIAA-CREF's operating costs are among the lowest in the insurance
and mutual fund industries.2 Therefore, more of your money goes

where it should—towards ensuring your future.
Easy diversification
We offer a wide variety of expertly managed investment options to
help build your assets. With stock, bond, money market, and real
estate accounts to choose from—as well as a guaranteed annuity—
TIAA-CREF makes diversification easy.
Unrivaled service
We believe that our service distinguishes us from every other
retirement company. In a recent nationwide survey of retirement plans,
TIAA-CREF was voted number one in participant satisfaction.3
Now You Can Join, Too
Recent legislation in Ohio makes many people at Bowling Green
State University eligible for Ohio's Alternative Retirement Plan
(ARP). That gives you the chance to put TIAA-CREF's experience
to work for you.
Choosing an ARP is an important decision that you should weigh
carefully. For information that may make your ARP decision easier,
please call us at 1 877 ARP-OHIO or visit our website.

wwAV.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

s

-^

*A»* (Superior). A.M. Best.Co.; AAA Duff ft Phelps; Aaa. Moody s Investors Service.1: AAA. Standard and Poor'* for liability, sound investments. cUims-pavirur ability, and overall financial strength. These ratingi of TIAA as an insurance company do not apply to CREF or the
TIAA
.. A Real Estate Account.'
Account. i'to^f'^vWiwni*?
Stut^ t* Pw ItvmrMa Ratutf
Ai/iv.-UtVt>,
Analpi,. 1998:
1998; Upper Analytical Services.
Service*. \nc.
Inc.. Lfiftr-Durrfarn'A^lyfkalDatd.
Lfrtr-Dimttr/AmlytvitData. 1998
1996 (Quarterly). DALBAR.
DALBAk Inc.. 1997DrfimeiOmntuiisx ExtetUw Rating. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Service*, lac.
certificates and interest*
interests in the TIAA Real Eatate Account. Teacher*
charges and expense*,
call
for prospectuses.
distributes CREF certificate*
Teachers Personal Investors
Investor* Service*. Inc. distributes the TIAA-CREF Mutual Funds. For more complete information, including ^hat..
_—
r—_ pleaae
r
Read them carefully before you invest or send money. To request prospectuses, call I 800 842-2733. ext. 5509. Investment* in securities such a* mutual fund* and variable annuities are subject to certain risks including the possible loss of princir.
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Beyond BG Sencf Celebration
Invites you to COTW see the Nissan
300 ZX Twin Turbo by EppJer
Tickets will be sold from 10 00-4 00
Time is funning out so ofit you'
Bckeissooni
The celebration is April 22nd'
The Nissan 300 ZX TWIN TURBO

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
For info call 203-319-2802

WANTED
'Male Subleaser Needed!'
Campbell Hill Apis. Aug 99-May 00 235/mo.
utl. CeJI 354-4246 ask 4 Josh.

Come io Checker's Pub evory Thursday
6 00-900 Dime drafts. S 50 shots.

1 female roomate needed. Own bedroom Aug
99 Mny 00. 704 5lh Street. Call M V
@
353^024

375 Counselors and Instructors needed I
Coed summer camps m Pocono Mountains,
PA
Lohikan. 1-800-488-4321.
www.lohikan.com.

Cust omens
Needed
Sal's Bakery (near Chi-Chi's A Dommos) is
looking for customers Bagels baked daily,
computer access by the 1/2 hr. futons, fresh
bread, muffins, cinnamon roils, bco'.ti. A much,
much, more.. Open M-F 5 30am. Sat & Sun.
9:ooam.353-BAKE{2253|

1 rmie. needed. Own bedroom. April to Aug
school yr. $20<Vmo Call Mike or Sara at
353-7042.

FALL 1999 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR RECRE
ATION AND SPORT MANAGEMENT
MAJORS. APPLCATKDNS AVAILABLE IN
130 PFH AND DUE FRIDAY. APRIL 9 INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD APRIL 12 13

2bdrm. furn. apt. avail. May 15. $425/mo. + uDimes. Call 353-3330.

GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALSM APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD FOR
FALL 1099. PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN
THE IM OFFICE; 130 PFH. AND RETURN BY
APRIL S. INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED ON A
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE BASIS AND
WILL BE HELD APRIL 8-9

21. HOUR!
Easy Work Processing Mail or Email
From Home or School* For Details
Email: Apply4now@smartbot.net
770937-6764

BGSU Pre-College Enrichment Program<PEP)
Summer Program Assts. and Math Instructor
One lead program assistant, three males and
female program assistants and one math instructor are needed lo work from June 18 • July
31.1999. Program assistants should have exponence working with Afncan American and
Hispanic youth or in residential summer camp
programs, must be junior classification, in good
academic standing (GPA 2.5+), Resident hall
asst. and activity programming experience a
strong plus (room, board, and salary provided}.
Math msriuccr should have a degree in Mathematics, Statistics or physics or previous experience teaching advanced algebra, geometry,
and calculus. Applications are available in
room 424 Saddlemire Student Services. Application Deadline 5.00pm April 5. 1999. Call the
Center for Multicultural & Academic Initiatives
for more information 372-2642.

1-2 female roomates needed tor 99-00 school
year. Spacious Hillsdale Townhouse w/ wa
sher/dryer. t225-300/mo. . utils 353-4281.

Needed: 1 responsible female roomate for
99-00 Fall, Spring semester 2 bed. 2 bath Napolean Rd. $275 - electric Must Be Neat
354-5159 Ask lor Natasha.
Spacious i bdrm in house w'porch, great spot
across from courthouse. Avail. May 1.
$350-bills included. 353-4287.
Subleaser wanted. Nee 1 bdrm. apt. avail, immed. through July. Optional 12 mo. lease for
next year. All util. inc., furnished, good location.
S395Ano..negotiable.352-7735.

HELP WANTED
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY3 PM IN 130
PERRY FCLO HOUSE: MARCH 31 M. W
SGLS aCOREC DULS TENNIS.
Support Group fo' Women
with Anorexia & Bulemia Concerns
Women's Center, lOBAHannaHail
Mondays. 8 30-10 00pm
Group support and interactive
Discussions & exercises
SttJdent Health Service/Judy Miltof/2-7425.
Counseling Center/Rebecca MetteeCarter/2 2081.
The brothers of Kappa Sigma would like to
congratulate brother Clmt Gault and Cnsti
Chipps on USG President/Vice-President, and
brother Joe Hannaford on Senate.
UAO's WHITEWATER RAFTING TRIP
To Ohio Pyle. PA on April 10.1999
The cost is $37 bursarable. which includes
transportation, ticket, and a lunch. Sign ups are
in room 330 Union by April 6, 1999. Come join
us on tie rapidsl For questions, contact UAO
off.ce at 372-2343.
'College ID is required for trip"
WITCH SUPPLIES
Incense, candles, stones. oils, tarot, & more. At
Alternatives 131 W. Wooster St. in BG Psychic readings also available Call 352-SEED
(7333) for more info.

ON CAMPUS TODAY! SUMMER JOBS
FEMALE AND MALE COUNSELORS
NEEDED FOR
TOP CHILORENS CAMP IN MAINE
Top Salary. Room/Boa roTLaundry. Clothing &
Travel allowance provided Musi love children
and have skill m one or more of the following
activities Archery. Arts & Crafts (Ceramics.
Stained Glass. Jewelry). Athletic Trainer,
Basketball. Canoeing. Kayaking, Dance (Tap.
Points. S Jazz). Drama. Few Hockey. Golf.
Gymnastics (instructors & Qualified Spotters),
Horstback Riding/English Hunt Seat. Lacrosse.
Phoiography. Videographer. Piano Accompanist.
Pioneenng/Camp Crall. Ropes (Challonge
Course. 25 Stations). Sailing, Soccer. Softball.
Tennis. Theatre Technicians. Track & Field.
Volleyball. Waterskwg (Slalom, Trick. Barefoot.
Jumping), W S I /Swim Instructors. Windsurfing
Also opportunities lor Nurses, HTML programmers and secretaries
Camp Vega for Girls!
www.campvega.com
E-mail: JobsOcampvega.com
CALL 1-800-838-VEGA
COME SEE US!
ON CAMPUS THURSDAY APRIL 1ST.
Town Room, Student Union
INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION
FROM 10AM-4PM.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

Chi-Chi's is now looking for hardworking, selfstarters to become part of our SALSAFIED
kitchen staff. Apply todayi 1616 E Wooster

Child care needed in my Perrysburg home
Tues. and Wednesdays from 8O0am-2:00pm
Children age 6 & 4. starting May 11 thru Aug.
31. Dependable, child-fnendly, own transportation. 419-874-7781.

Cleaning and msc. work. Starts May 8 for 2
two weeks or all summer. 353-0325.
Co-ed Health Spa for kids. Catskiiis New York)
FUN. CARING. PEOPLE NEED ONLY AP
PLYI YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN A
CHILD'S LIFE. General and Specialty positions available:
Bunk counselors, group leaders, dramatics,
water front, nurses. Nutrition, Kitchen staff, trip
leaders, sports specialist, office, driver. Salary
range—$1000.00 and up (depending on skills
and experience) For application and information call 1-914-733-6699.

^pin Experience Before
.toil Graduate!
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Build your resume
Work flexible hours
Make a commitment
from April to August
• Gain valuable contacts
• Must have own car

e

FACILITY SCHEDULE
SRC will be closed Sunday. April 4 for
Easter PFH will close at 5 pm on
Friday. April 2 and reopen on
Monday for normal hours.

91

EMPLOYMENT
Summer Lifeguards &
Swimming Instructors
Applications available in the
SRC Main Office. For more
information, call 372-7482.

AQUATICS
Andrews Pool will be closed from
May 6 - 17 for maintenance.
Cooper Pool will remain open for use.
The spa will also be closed _
during this time.

SPECIAL EVENTS

HI

Mark your calendar with these
upcoming events:
• Horseback Riding. April lO.Cost: $13
• Golf Classic. April 23

FITWELL NEWS

Hi

Stop by the FITWELL booth at the
Health Fair on April 7. Find out
your body composition and
ask fitness related questions.
Call Cathy at 372-2712 for more ihfo.
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Looking for models to promote Jagemeister
and Grey Goose m the Toledo and surrounding
area Must be 21 years of age and have reliable transportation Call 1-800-865-2437.
MEET THE WORLD! International nonprofit
seeks local representative. Work with foreign
exchange students, host families, high
schools. Tramng provided, expenses paid,
travel opportunities' Not a paid position. Must
be at least 25 years old. Call Tern Callahan at
1 -800-498 2487. or EF Foundation for Foreign
Study at i 800 44-SHARE

CARS FROM $500 00
Police impounds and lax repo's.
For listings call 1 -800-319-3323 H558

Palntars NEEDED, Summer work. Good sift/ting pay * bonus. Cleveland area. Noftncoasi
College Palters 216 529 63i9

SUM ME R JOBS AVAILABLE
Staying in BG this summer? Looking for parttime work that won't conflict with classes? Become aSOFTBALL UMPIRE. The BG Umpires
Association is looking for men or women to
umpire in the city recreat-on leagues. Umpires
needed for either slow-pitch or fast pitch
games. Earn $14-30 per game. If interested,
contact Jim at 352-4159 or 372-9858

FOR SALE
1988 Cavalier 81250 obo
IBM pet printer Si 75 obo. Phone 353-7374
FOR SALE. Used acousDc guitar, including
case, tuner, capo. Asking S12S. Call Aaron al
353^)477.
Full size sleeper sofa-good condition. $70 negoDable. Chaif-$20 negotiable: call Alex &
372-1384.
Macintosh 6320 CD, Power PC. monitor, printer & all other acces. incl Great for surfing the
net $550 obo. Call Bill @3S3-1299 Must sell!

FOR RENT

GEORGETOWN MANOR
For 1 ggg-2000 school year
600 3rd Slreel
1 bedroom
Fully lumished, AC,
Laundry facility, no pets.
Parking, prof, maintenance
Reasonable rent
Gas heal, water A sewer included
Also summer rales
Call 354-9740 for more details 8 app'i

" Houses. Apis. 6 Rooms 99-2000 "
326Leroy-up1 bdrm
3071/2 E. Reed 3 bdrm
Rooms 6 Eflic. $205 6 up met all util
Summer & 2nd Sem. Apts. avail.
Call 353-03 25 9am 9pm
1 and 2 bdrm furnished apts. tor '99-"00 school
year 352-7454.
12month leases starting May IS. 1999:
122 N. Enlerpnse-1 Br.-I person-$350 • ulil
608 5th. 2 bdrm house. $490 6 utl.

Sieve Smith. 352-8917 or 367-8666
12 urn! apartment bldgs.
724 6th SI. "705 7th SI.
2 bdrm. turn.orunturn.
$500 mttily. 99-00 son yr. lease
FREE heat, water
sewer, gas 8 HBO

UCF is seeking a PR mapr for a part-time paid
internship position to replace a Dec 99 graduate You must be available for Fall 99 semester
for training For info ca'l 352-7534.

354-0914

Waitresses needed Fridays and Saturday.
Checkers PuD. 809 South Main. 352 9637.

4 subleased needed lor summer
4 bdrm house. 1 block from campus
Call 353-9356

We are looking for aquatic, aerobic. A kickboxing instructors and personal trainers. Flexible
schedule. Pay based upon experience
(Si0-$20/hr). Full dub benefits. Call Tiffany at
419-841 -5597. St. James Health Club. Toledo.

Apis and nouses. May or August. NO PETS.
353-8206
AVAILABLE FOR FALL
2 bdrm. furnished 704 51b Si.
2 bdrm unfurnished 710 7m Si.
352-3445 for more information.

FOR SALE
'93 Dodge Spirit
4 dr., very reliable, runs well. 135K mi. $2000.
Call 372-2606 or 419-666-0926
1990 Cavalier 4 new Ores and new engine.
Red HeOOOBO (419)6692582
1995 Kawasaki Zx-6. Brand new, low miles.
$6000080 Call 3546038
94 Chevy Camaro V-6 5-speed 71.000 mikw
Greet condition. $7500 Call 352-3502 or
637-2174. Ask for Lort.

CHECK OUT THE BEST KEPT HOUSING
SECRET IN BQI Clean, 2 bedroome, hilly
turnlahed, dlahwaaher, laundry taclUllee, ulllltiea provided. on-ette manager, balcony
units available. Call tor an appointment:
M2-8909.
Female roommate needed tor 4 bedroom
bouse. 1 year lease, $2SS/mo * ublibes. dose
10 campus. Call Enn 372-3912
Grad student-1 room apartment, quiet neighborhood. $275 • utilities. Available after Apnl
HI. 353-1740.
Grad. students. 2 bdrm. brick, large yard.
$795/mo plus dep. 8 util No pets 353 7257.
lewemesi
essaoe
Houses for rent: All 12 month leases, tenants
pay undoes, security deposit & parents guarantees.
730 Elm-2BR. $475/montn available now
734 Elm-3BR. 2 Bath. $72S/month. available
Aug 15
316 RidgelFront) 2BR, $550 available May 15
233 W. Merry-4 BR, $725 available August 15
Phone 352-2330or 354 2854 after 5:00pm

146 North Main Rolling Green

John Newlove
Real Estate
Rental Office

ftfcfochotetofpo^i

STEAK HOUSE
163 SOUTH MAIN ST-BOWUNG GREEN

SuDeaser needed 'or i-iimrr 2 Mr"' rJ„o>e«
newly built, very nice, AC, off-street pkg. $500
plus util Avail in May 353 0299
Summer lease-Nee 2 room efficiency on Mapoiean Rd $300 a month, no utilities. Call
Wendy al 352-1577
Summer subleased needed 6 bdrm house, 3
yrs. old. washer/dryer inc 2 blocks from cam.
pus, cheap summer rale. 372-6355 ASAP.
Summer Subleaser Needed
2 bedroom apt $470/mo. ♦ ulii-dose to campus. Microwave, dishwasher, new carpel. AC.
Free cable. ALL PETS ALLOWED1 Call
354-5378.
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INTRAMURALS
Intramural Entries Due
• Tennis (M & W Singles, Co-Rec
Doubles)
March 31
Entries due by 3 pm in
130 Perry Field House.
Fall 1999 Practicum Opportunities
available in the Intramural Office
for Recreation and Sport
Management majors. Applications
are available in 130 Perry Field
House and are due
Friday, April 9. Interviews will
be held April 12-13.
Applications are being accepted
for the Intramural Advisory Board
for Fall 1999. Pick up an application
in the IM office and return it
by April 5. Interviews are on
a first come, first serve
basis April 8 - 9.

SPORT CLUBS
Men's Rugby
MAC Club Rugby Tournament
Saturday, April 3 and Sunday, April 4
10 am • College Park Rugby Field

AEROBICS
Come get funky with Aerobics
every Tuesday and Thursday
from 5:15-6:15 pm!

T

Lawn maintenance. Part and full time for spring
and summer. Call 352-5822.

PUR PIED

Apply at 214 West Hall or Call 372-0430 for more information.

b

IMMEDIATE OR SUMMER PART-TIME POSITIONS Behavioral Connections of Wood
County is now hiring Part-Time workers for
Residential Services. Position involves direct
care and supervision of mental health consumers, and overseeing facility operations.
Shifts are for evenings and/or every other
weekend. Social work and Psychology majors
are encouraged to apply. Send resume lo: 801
N.CoHege.BG,OH43402 EOE.

WE U/F ONLY

We are looking for sales
representatives to sell for
/
BGSU Directories. Gain
•"Experience before you /.
Graduate!
- "

7-11pm Start $7 00/hr. Apply al Greenlina
Produce Co 12700 S. Dixie Hgwy. BG

Pan tme youth worker. Someone to ipend
time with laen girls in a group home setting.
that is completely family oriented. Degree not
required. Personality and willingness to learn,
participate in activities are our major requirements. You can check us out through Wood
County DHS CNIdrens Unit at 352-7566. Job
requires valid drivers license (to drive our vehicles) own transportation. (30 mms from BG)
and willing to work with teen girls, and a 10 yr
old boy. and to help with emertainment and
educational trips (close by). For extensive deDJ. needed Fri ft Sal's. Checkers Pub. 809 S. tails, hours, and compensation, call
Mam 352-9837.
1-41»-a25-5576. or drop a line lo Ohio TeachDirect CanWRealdential Specialist Full and ing Family Association, 14160 Sherman White
pan time positions available to provide care rd. Swanion Oh, 43558. please state m note
and support to Individuals with developmental your expectations and compensarion requiredisabilities living in the Children's Home and ments^
_^__^^_____
area group homes, including Bowling Green.
Part-time student employment
Pnmarily afternoons, evenings, and week- Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
ends. Starting wage $7.14$8.52 depending on hours plus per week within walking distance to
experience/education Comprehensive trainBGSU campus? Interested m working various
ing program and excellent benefits. Must be unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc.?
18, have a valid driver's license and good driv- Rate of pay is S5.15 per hour.
ing record, physically fit and able to lift 60lbs. Apply in person between the hours of 9.00am
Applications and tour every Wednesday and 5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at:
9 30 i0 30am and 4 30 5 o Opm. Sunshine
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. IMC.
Inc. of Northwest Ohio. 7223 Maumee428 CLOUGH STREET
Western Rd.Maumee.Qhio EOF
BOWLINGGREEN.OH 43402
Do you have skills and experience with programs related to web publishing? We are look- Ranch Steak and Seafood. 1544 E. Wooster
ing for a highly skilled student to assist us in tie seeking applicants for employment. Full & partdevelopment and maintenance of our web site time positions available for days, evenings. A
using Microsoft Frontpage. Internship credit weekends
Positions avail:
available. Minimum 10 hours weekly. $6/hr. waiters/waitresses, cooks, buffet personnell. &
Call Amia at Continuing Education. 372-8181.
dishwashers. Apply withm.
If you want to work m a fun-filled atmosphere Sky dive BG. is getting ready to open for anand make $5500 to $7000 then Putin-Bay is other exciting season. Parachute packers are
for you. Working on South Bass Island is a needed again. We will fully train. For further
great experience in the tourist industry. We are into call SkydiveBG 352-5200
looking for full or part-time employees 25 or
Student with car needed lor
older. Call 419-285-8010 between 1 and 6pm,
outside yard Call 686-4527.
Tues or Thurs

Now hmng 2nd shilt sanitation crew workers.
Nursing-RN/LPN- Part time working with
children and adults with developmental disabilities. Applications and tour every Wednesday,
930-10:00am and 4:30-500pm Or contact
Human Resources (419) 865-0251. Sunshine
Inc. of Northwest Ohio. 7223 MaumeeWestam Rd . Maumee. OH EOE.

•T'S FOR YOU!

WWW

Columbus, Ohio
Sooto Country Club
Summer Staffing
Sooto Country Club it acceping applications
for the club's pool facility for the 1999 season.
Applications and resumes should be forwarded
to the dub with interviews and hiring to be
completed May 1. 1999. The positions include
the following: LIFEGUARDS, POOL SNACK
STAND, MAIN CLUBHOUSE
WAITER/WAITRESS AND BUSSING
STAFF.Scheduling procedure conducive with
summer activities. Pay scale is progressive for
individuals who achieve. Club's address 2196
Riverside Drive. Columbus, Ohio 43221 FAX
(614) 486-8327 PHONE (614) 486-4341.

Wednesday, March 31,199$

319 E. Wooster St.
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTAL LINE:

354-2260
451 THURSTIN
Efficiencies lor summer and
Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $310.00.
517 E. REED
One bedroom lor Aug. to
May. Starts at $380.00
521 E. MERRY
Two bedrooms for Aug. to
May. Assigned Parking.
Starts at $500.00.

449-455
S. ENTERPRISE
One bedroom for Aug. to
May. Starts at $330.00
Many other locations
available. A complete
listing is available at the
rental office.
Stop in, our friendly
staff wilf help you find
the perfect home for
next year!

Management Inc.

Two bdrm. apt. unfurnished. SOOOOO/month
indudes utils. 1/2 block from campus. Avail.
5/15.Call 686-6541.

Now leasing for Fall
1999-2000 _

Two bdrm. house. $52S/month * utils Avail.
June 1st. 801 6n Si. Can 655-3084.

HIGHLAND

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts.. 1082 Fairview.
Large studios, high vaulted ceilings,
unique floor plan, car ports
9 1/2-12 mo. Leases
Start at $350. Call 353-5800

MANAGEMENT
I30 E Washington Sited. Bowling Green

354-6036
Graduate student housing
Avail. Now & Fall

. ._

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts.. 215 E. Poe.
Efficiencies &. huge I bdrms. laundry
on site, lots of parking Eff. starts al
$230. I bdrms Starts at $340.
Call 353-5800

aW-

Jav-Mar

ADIS
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803 - 815 8th St. / Avail. May 1 St.
• Dishwashers
• New refrigerators
•Disposals
• AJ new paint throughout
• Setf-cleanlng ovens
• New kitchen cabinets
• Ceramic Me
• Celling tans
COMPLETE APT. MAKEOVER!
$550/mo., 12mo.kK»»

/(JEfcCA
Management Inc.
Willow House Apts.. 830 4th St.
I bdrms. gas. heat. A/C Remodeled.
Starts at $375.Call 353-5800

The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroorn, laundry facilities
m Dldg. ale. quiet.
From $39S/mo.

Management Inc.
Wooster House, 716 E. Wooster,
I bdrm. 400/mo + Elcc One minute
from South Hall
Call 353-5800

The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom A/C,
on-slte taundry, ceramic We.
soundproof construction, skyeghts
dshwasheis. vaulted ceilings
From $4S0/mo.

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Stop by our office at 1045 Y Main
St for complete listing or
Call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/-mecca

1

F" NEWLY REMODELED "^

Let us help you make a tough deosbn
easy, cc* or stop by the otke lOOAYi

C

Call 354-6036
From 9-4

>

